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DedicationLOS l C15k
The University of Bridgeport • has made dynamic strides forward in academic 
areas as well as in the development of its physical plant in its brief history. Mem­
bers of the University’s Board of Trustees have been a leading force in this pro­
gress.
Alfred Van Sant Bodine was elected Chairman of the University of Bridgeport’s 
Board of Trustees in 1950. UB is but one of the many Bridgeport and Connecticut 
organizations fortunate enough to have the benefit of his understanding guidance 
and leadership.
In the nine short years of the existence of the University of Bridgeport, Mr. 
Bodine has led the way for two-thirds of the journey. During his term, the University 
has grown from a few small old buildings on what was known as the Fairfield Avenue 
Campus to a bustling campus with thirty-one buildings on its present Seaside Park 
site.
Erection of the Carlson library, construction of the Gymnasium now underway 
renovation of Loyola Hall into the Alumni Student Center, acquisition of Stamford 
Hall and Wilton Hall as well as plans for additional dormitory and classroom space 
are indications of the University’s continued expansion under Mr. Bodine’s leadership.
The future of the University of Bridgeport is unlimited. Located on what is 
potentially one of the most beautiful college campuses in the nation and advantage­
ously situated near one of the nation’s heaviest population centers, the University 
cannot help but become an outstanding institution of higher learning.
Members of the Board of Trustees as well as administrative officials have con­
scientiously given a great deal of their valuable time and effort to insure that the 
University’s future will be on a sound basis.
Mr. Bodine is making sure that the Class of 1956, those before it, and those 
still to come, will be just as proud of their degrees from the University of Bridgeport 
as we are sure Mr. Bodine is to hold the position of Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees for a long time to come.
We, the staff of the 1956 Wistarian proudly and humbly dedicate this book to 
Alfred Van Sant Bodine.
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Graduates
1956—To the Graduating Class it is a year of promise. In our hearts 
we have mingled feelings — feelings of happiness and, sometimes, sorrow. 
Now we must part and go on our separate paths of life.
During these years at our University we have had many experiences. 
We entered as children and emerge as adults ready and willing to take our 
place in society. Before us we have many duties to perform. Although our 
paths may differ and our objectives vary, our duties are strikingly similar.
Today we are faced with an uneasy world. Tyranny and oppression, 
poverty and ignorance exist in many places. We must overcome these evils 
and obstacles. To do so will not be an easy task. In part, we have been pre­
pared to combat the evils of our world. Our education has given us the 
means to help alleviate these conditions to become good citizens and serve 
our Nation and our God. In a short period of time many of us will be em­
ployed in vocations and professions for which we trained.
The hours of study and classes will soon be forgotten but the recollec­
tions of classmates and good times will not fade away so quickly. It is the 
hope of your yearbook that we may help you in keeping these fleeting 
moments ever present, no matter how many miles or years away from your 
Alma Mater you travel.

RUTH E. BECKMAN, B.S.
59 Sherwood Ave.
ELMER A. BEDFORD. B.S.
71 Morehouse St.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Executive Secretary 
Protestant Club 2;. German Club 
3; French Club 1,2,3; Theta Ep­
silon 1,2,3, Secretary 3; Pen & 
Keys I; Usher Guild 1,2,3.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Marketing
Freshman Week 2; Varsity "B" 2; 
Social Activities 2; Fencing 2: 
Football 2; Class President 2.
SELMA ANDERSON, B.A.
510 W. 146 St., New York, N.Y. 
Sociology
Scribe 1,4; Debate I; Sociology 
Colloquium 2,3; I.R.C. I; Protest­
ant Club 3.4;- Wistarian 3; Social 
Activities 2.
ROBERT ANDRESS, B.S.
V. A. Hospital, Castle Point, N. Y. 
Business
SAMI J. BAGDADY, B.A.
54 High Gate Rd., Trumbull, Conn. 
Mathematics
Dean's List.
Michael john belmont, b.s.
Boston Post Road, Saybrook, Conn.
Physical Education 
Student Council I; Political Sci­
ence I; Newman Club 1,2,3,4, 
Corresponding Secretary I, Re­
cording Secretary 2. President 3; 
Alpha Gamma Phi 2,3,4, Corres­
ponding Secretary 2.3, President 
4; S.E.A.C. 3,4; Arnold Majors 
Club 3,4; Dean's List 1,2,3; Schol­
ars Dinner 2,3; Soccer, Captain 4.
GERALDINE BENNETT, B.S.
8 Rosedale St., Fairfield, Conn. 
Accounting
Theta Epsilon 1,2,3,4, Secretary 2, 
President 3; Beta Alpha 2,3,4, Sec­
retary 2,3; Knights of Thunder 2, 
3,4; Campus Thunder 1,2,3,4; 
Spring Play 2,3,4; Wistaria Page­
ant 1.2,3,4; Christmas Pageant 
2,3,4; Newman Club 2; Debating 
Society 2, Secretary 2; Who's 
Who Among Students in Ameri­
can Universities and Colleges 4; 
Outstanding Freshman Award I; 
Scholarship Dinner 1,2,3; Dean's 
List 1,2,3,4.
JOHN P. BARRETT, B.S.
510 E. 77th New York, N.Y.
Marketing
Society for Advancement of Man­
agement 2,3,4; Engineering Soci­
ety 1,2,3; Economics Club 1,2,3,4, 
Secretary 3, Vice-President 4; 
N.S.A. Coordinator 4; Student 
Council 4; Ski Club 1,2,3,4, Presi­
dent 3,4; Marketing Club 2,3,4, 
Vice-President 2, President 3; Al­
pha Delta Omega 1,2,3,4, Vice- 
President 2, Treasurer I; Photogra­
phy Club 1,2.3.; Campus Thunder 
3,4; Frank B. Lucas Scholarship 3.
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MERLE J. BRUSKIN. B.S.
405 Grant TerraceSTANLEY BLOCK, B.S.
335 Wells St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Accounting
SAMUEL BERNSTEIN, B.S.
198 Morningside Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Business
Engineering
Pi Omega Chi 1,2,3,4 Secretary 
3,4; I.F.C.
Hillel 1,2,3,4.
Hillel 3.
Representative 3,4-Beta Alpha 1.2,3,4; Track 2,3,4- 
Basketball 2,3,4; Varsity "B" Club 
3,4, President 4.
MARCELLE THERESA 
CACCIOPPOLI, B.S.
509 West 212 St.
New York City
Physical Education 
Newman Club 1,2,3,4, Secretary 2, 
Treasurer 4; W.A.A. 1,2,3,4, His­
torian 2, Vice-President 3; Dance 
Club I, Secretary I; Arnold Ma­
jors Club 2,3,4; Linden Hall, Presi­
dent 3; W.H.G. 3; Girls' Sports 
1,2,3,4; Dean's List 1,3; Highest 
Scholastic Award I ; Scholars Din­
ner 3; Newman Club Scholarship 4.
: LOUISE CALZETTA, B.S.
28 Hubbard St.;
Middletown, Conn. 
Nursing
Chorus I ; Bridgettes I ; Nursing 
Council 1,2,3,4.
'
.
!:
ROBERT T. BROTHERTON, B.S. 
50 Freemont St.
JOSEPH W. BRENNAN, B.S.
94 Center St., Bridgeport, Conn.
Business Education 
Social Activities Committee 1,2,3,
4, Chairman 3,4; Alpha Delta 
Omega 1,2,3,4; S.E.A.C. 1,2.3,4; 
F.T.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2, 
3,4; Freshman Week Committee 
2,3,4; I.F.C. Representative 2,3;
5. A.M. 2.3.
i
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Marketing and Sales 
Kappa Beta Rho 1,2,3,4, Histor­
ian.
RALPH CARBONE, B.S.
1315 Oak Tree Road, Iselin, N.J.
Physical Education 
Soccer 1,2,3,4; Biology Club 2,3,4; 
Tennis I; Finn Club I; Gymnastics 
1,2,3,4;
Varsity "B" Club 3,4; Sigma Phi 
Alpha 3,4, Recording Secretary 4; 
Arnold Majors Club 3,4, Vice- 
President 4; Track 3.
Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
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RICHARD A. CIPRIANI, B.A.
25 Thames St., Norwich, Conn.
Physical Education 
Football 1,2,3,4: Track 1,2,3,4; Al­
pha Gamma Phi 2,3,4; Newman 
Club 1,2,3,4; Varsity "B" Club 
3,4, President, Vice-President 3.4; 
N.A.I.A. All-American Football 
Squad 3; Dean's List.
ELIZABETH ANNE CHORNYAK 
B.S.
77 Van Rensselaer Ave.
J. RICHARD CARLE, B.S.
43 Afterglow Ave., Verona, N. J. 
Sales
Sigma Omicron Sigma 2,3,4; New­
man Club 1,2.3,4.
Stratford, Conn.
Business Education 
Usher's Guild 1,2,3, Co-Chairman 
2,3; Pen & Keys Club 1,2; Class 
Representative 2; Beta Gamma 
1,2,3, Secretary 2; Bridgettes 2,3: 
Greek Orthodox Club; Scholar's 
Dinner 2,3; Dean’s List 1,2,3.
i
JOAN CARLSON, B.S.
568 Stillson Rd.„ Fairfield, Conn.
Business Education 
Pen & Keys 1,2, Vice-President 2: 
Ushers Guild 1,2; S.E.A.C. Dele­
gate 3; Bridgettes 1,2,3; Beta 
Gamma 1,2,3,4; Bridgeport Day 2; 
Scholars Dinner 1,2,3' Dean's List 
1,2,3,4; N.O.M.A. Award 2.
FRANK W. CAVENDER, JR., B.S.
Fairview St., Simsbury, Conn.
Education
Kappa Beta Rho 1,2,3,4, Treasurer 
2,3 President 4; Ski Club 3,4; 
Protestant Club 3,4; Fencing 3,4; 
Tennis 3; Varsity "B" Club 3,4.
GEORGE CORMIER, B.S.
59 Milandale Ave., Fairfield, Conn.
GORDON GARFIELD 
COCHRANE. B.S.
143 Barton St., Rochester, N.Y. 
Accounting
Soccer 1,2,3,4, Co-Captain 4; 
Sigma Omicron Sigma 2,3,4, Cor­
responding Scribe 4; Honorable 
Mention All-New England Soccer 
Team 2.
Engineering
RICHARD RAOUL CHEVALIER
B.S.
1089 Church Hill Rd.
Fairfield, Conn.
Industrial Engineering 
Engineering Society 2,3,4; E. Ever­
ett Cortright Scholarship 1,2,3,4: 
Scholars Dinner 2,3; Connecticut 
Office Supply Co. Engineering 
Award I.
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WILLIAM F. DALY, JR., B.S. 
55 Dewey Ave., Milford, Conn. 
Business Administration
JOHN DAINIAK, B.S.
99 Indian Ave., Bridgeport. Conn.
Mechanical Engineering 
Engineering Society I. Treasurer I. WILLIAM EARL DENNY, B.S.810 Worden Ave.Alpha
Pledgemaster 2; Bridgeport Day 
I; Society for the Advancement 
of Management 2,3,4, Secretary 
2, Treasurer 3, Student Advisor 4; 
WRUB Business Manager 3; Wis- 
tarian 3,4, Senior Editor 3, Editor
Delta Omega 1.2,3.4,
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Engineering Society 2,3,4; Kappa 
Beta Rho 3,4.
ALENE F. DIXON, B.S. 
190 West Broad St.
i Stamford. Conn.
Nursing
1
1:1
DAVID S. DOOMAN, B.S. 
209 Chewy St.•;
i New Britain, Conn. 
Physical Education 
Track 1,2; Soccer I.
j:
I
DAVID PAUL DEEP, B.S.
100 Summer St., Barre, Vermont 
Physical Education 
Alpha Gamma Phi 2,3,4; Newman 
Club 1,2,3,4; Varsity "B" Club 
3,4, Corresponding Secretary 3,4; 
Football Team 1,2,3,4, Co-Captain 
4; Track Team 2,3,4, Captain 3; 
Football,
Mention 2,3; Dean's List 3.
NICHOLAS J. D'ALUISIO, B.S. 
416 Lincoln Ave.r
Ridgefield Park, N.J.
Physical Education 
Soccer 2,3,4, Co-Captain 4; Track 
3,4; Tennis 2,3,4; Director of Men’s 
Intramurals: Alpha Gamma Phi, 
Corresponding Secretary 3, Vice- 
President 4; Scholars Dinner 3; 
Varsity ”B" Club 3,4; Dean’s List 
1.2,3,4.
I
t
All-State Honorable:
* ^
l CHARLES H. DOWD, B.S.
155 French St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Marketing
Sigma Lambda Chi 2,3,4; Under­
graduate Editor, Wistarian 3.
.
:
:
1; )
• ■
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EMILY FORTE, B.A.
190 Grove St., Meriden, Conn. 
French
French Club 2,3, Vice-President 2, 
President 3; Theta Epsilon 2,3.4, 
Historian 3; Newman Club 2,3; 
Music Club 3; Women's House 
Government 3, Recording Secre­
tary 3: Spanish Club 3, Secretary 
3; Chorus 2,3; Wistaria Hall, Pres­
ident 3; Book Awards for French 
2,3,4; Book Award for Spanish 4; 
Dean’s List 2,3,4.
CAROL L. FRANK, B.S.
2225 Main St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Marketing
Scribe 2,3; Freshman Committee 3.
GERALD DUNN, B.A.
176-11 80th Rd., Jamaica, N.Y. 
Political Science
Sigma Lambda Chi 1,2,3,4; So­
ciology Club 2,3,4; Hillel 2.3.
RICHARD EPPLER, B.S.
1256 Boulevard
West Hartford, Conn.
Business
MICHAEL A. FASTOSO, B.S.
33 Mead Avenue, Beacon, N.Y. 
Accounting
Newman Club 2,3,4, Vice-Presi­
dent 3; President 3,4; Intrafratern­
ity Council 3,4; Student Council 
4, Secretary Senior Class 4; Foot­
ball 3,4; Beta Alpha 3,4; Sigma 
Omicron Sigma 2,3,4, Equerry 
Chancellor of Exchange 3,4; Intra- 
murals I,2,3,4. WILLIAM FIRISIN, B.S.
40 Oxford Place, Southport, Conn. 
Business
Theta Sigma 2,3,4; Men's Glee 
Club 2.
FRED FIORELLA, B.A.
351 Johnson Ave., Stratford, Conn. 
Political Science
Sigma Lambda Chi 1,2,3,4; Treas­
urer Senior Class 4; Treasurer, 
Political Relations Forum 3; Jun­
ior Delegate 3, President 4; Re­
cording Scribe, Sigma Lambda 
Chi 4.
JUDITH FELLER, B.S.
123 Union Place
Ridgefield Park, N.J. 
Nursing
Cheerleader 1,2, Captain 2; Stu­
dent Council 2,3, Treasurer I; The­
ta Epsilon 1,2,3; Bridgeport Day 2; 
Freshman Committee 2; Christ­
mas Pageant I.
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ELIO GARCIA, B.S.
1028 Boston Ave.RICHARD FRESOLONE, B.S.
34 Murray St., Hamden, Conn. 
Physical Education 
Football Team 1,2,3,4; Traclc Team 
1,2,3.4; Co-Captain Football Team
MIRIAM R. FRANKEL, B.S. 
501 Stretfield Rd. Bridgeport, Conn. 
EducationBridgeport, Conn. 
Elementary Education
3,4: Hillel 2.3.
Arnold College Student Represen­
tative I; Student Council Treasur­
er I ; Arnold Wave I : Soccer 
Team 1.2,3; Fencing Team 1,2: 
Varsity "B" Club 1,2; Arnold Var­
sity Club I; Student Education As­
sociation 1,2; Arnold Major Club 
1,2; Alpha Gamma Phi 3,4; Na­
tional Education Association 1,2.
Freshmen
4;
4:
VINCENT ALBERT GENTILE, B.S.
1084 Capitol Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Marketing
Junior Varsity Basketball 2; Var­
sity Basketball 3,4
i SAUL GOLDWASSER, B.A.
2484 Main St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Political Science
Scribe I; Alpha Phi Omega 1,2, 
3,4, Secretary I, Vice-President 
2.3; Pi Gamma Mu 3,4, President 
4; Sociology Colloquium 3,3; Po­
litical Relations Forum 2,3,4; De­
bating Team 3,4; Campus Thunder 
Wistaria Pageant 1,2,3; 
French Club 1,2,3,4, Secretary 2, 
Treasurer 3; Student Council 3,4; 
Fencing Team 2; Scholar's Dinner 
I; Outstanding Award, French 
101-102; National Social Science 
Honor Society.
i
;
i
1.2;
!
DAVIS W. GANIM, B.A.
105 Wiebe Ave., Stratford, Conn. 
Sociology
Sociology Colloquim 3,4, Treasurer 
4; Sigma Lambda Chi 1,2,3,4. 
Pledgemaster 3.
ALFRED GABRYS. B.S. 
1035 Fairfield Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Engineering
= IB i
I
i
1 ELAINE GOODMAN, B.S.
73-2552 Road, Elmhurst, N. Y.
Educational Psychology 
Freshman Week Committee 2,3,4; 
Chairman, "Big Sister" Commit­
tee 4; Music Club 1,2,3,4.
i1
1
I •
:
:
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RUTH A. HITCHENS, B.A.
227 West Valley Rd.
EDITH J. HOFFERMAN, B.S.
106 Danbury Ave.GEORGE C. HAGEN, B.S.
335 North Bishop Ave. Strafford, Pa. Westport, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn. Music EducationElementary Education 
Hockey Team 2,3; Dormitory Sec­
retary I; Women's House Govern­
ment, Vice President 3.
Mechanical Engineering 
Engineering Society 2,3,4, Vice 
President 4.
Band 3; Bridgettes 1,2; Chorus 
1,2,3,4; Madrigals 3; Music Club 
1,2,3,4, Secretary 2, President 3; 
Hille! 2,3: Christmas Pageant 
1,2,3,4; Dean's List 3,4; Honor 
Students' Dinner 3,4.
DONALD W. HEATH, B.S.
R.F.D. 5, Danbury, Conn. 
Marketing
Theta Sigma 3,4; Inter-Fraternity 
Council Representative 3.
ROBERT JOSEPH HENAULT, B.S.
I I Franklin St., Ansonia, Conn. 
Business Administration
ROBERT HOYT. B.S.
Belden Hill, Wilton, Conn. 
Mecharvcal Engineering 
Engineering Society 1,2,3.4; Schol­
ar's Dinner 1,2,3; Dean's List.
CHARLES W. HOFMILLER, B.A.
139 Pennsylvania Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn.
English
Literary Society 3, President 3; 
German Club 3, Treasurer 3.
PAUL E. HENNION, B.S.
160 Circular Ave.,
Waterbury, Conn. 
Engineering
Track Team 1,2,3,4; Fencing Team 
3,4; Pi Omega Chi 1,2,3,4.
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PETER J. IASSOSNA, B.S. 
246 Sixth St.
DONALD HOWARD JULIANO
B.S.
Bridgeport 7. Conn. 
Industrial Relations
346 Woodstock Ave.
Stratford, Conn. JOHN J. KIRBY, B.S.
83 Goffe St., New Haven, Conn. 
Economics
Kappa Beta Rho 1,2,3,4, Secretary 
2, President 3; Student Council 2; 
Inter-Fraternity Council 2.3; In­
tramurals 1,2,3,4; Pi Gamma Mu 
4; Dean's List 3,4.
Accounting
Society for the Advancement of 
Management 2; Beta Alpha 3,4; 
Connecticut Society of C.P.A. 
Scholarship.
Sigma Omicron Sigma 3,4; Intra­
mural 3,4; Society for the Ad­
vancement of Management 4, 
Treasurer 4.
DONALD KIRSCHBAUM, B.S.
236 Post Rd., Noroton, Conn. 
Kappa Beta Rho 1,2,3,4; Varsity 
Football 3,4; Ski Club 3,4; Foot­
ball Letter; Dean's List 4.
'
ROBERT KLEIST, B.S.
29 Bay Ave., Beacon, N.Y. 
Marketing
Sigma Omicron Sigma, Chancellor 
3,4, Vice-Chancellor I, Pledgemas- 
ter I, Social Activities Committee 
Chairman I ; Intramurals 4, Dean's 
List 3.
■
I;
1.
jNANCY KALLOP, B.A. 519 Colorado Ave. DANIEL KATZ, B.S.90 Morningside Rd., Verona, N.J.Business Administration Soccer 2,3.4, Co-Captain 3; Pho­
tography Editor, Wistarian 3; 
Photography Editor, Scribe 2.
II
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Educationi
hi
!!;
MITCHELL KOBUS, B.S.
729 Lindley St.:
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Physical Education;i:
Sigma Phi Alpha 1,2,3,4.1
:
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1ODD KRUGER, B.S.
Burrfarms Road, Westport, Conn.
Mechanical Engineering 
Engineering Society 2,3,4.
VALENTINO T. MAGRO. B.S.
20 Edgewood St., Hartford, Conn.
Physical Education 
Football Team 1,2; Baseball Man­
ager 2: Newman Club.
DONALD MARGIANO, B.S.
219 Bridgeport Ave.
Shelton, Conn.
Physical Education 
Football Team 2,3: Sigma Phi Al­
pha 3,4; Newman Club 4.
* &
MARVIN H. KUSHNICK, B.S.
2 10 Truman Street
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Accounting
Track 1,2,3,4; Sigma Omicror. 
Sigma Fraternity 2,3,4; Alpha Ph• 
Omega I 2; Beta Alpha 1.2,3,4, 
Treasurer 3; Thunderettes 2,3,4- 
Wistaria Pageant I.
MARIANNE LACY, B.S.
132 Prince St., Wallingford, Conn.
Physical Education 
Theta Epsilon 2,3,4, Vice-President 
4; Student Council 1,2,3,4; Stu­
dent Spirit 1,2; Social Activities 
1,2,3,4; Women's Athletic Asso­
ciation 1,2,3,4, President 4; Ar­
nold Majors 1,2,3,4, President 4; 
Wistarian 2,3, Sports Editor 4: 
Assistant House Counselor 2,3: 
Who's Who 1955; Scholarship, 4 
Years.
maurice McAllister, b.s.
Box 267, Chester, Vermont 
Physical Education 
Football Team 1,3,4, Manager 2; 
Varsity "B" Club 3,4, Secretary 
3.4; Basketball Team I.
AUDREY F. MARKS. B.S. 
73 Stoneleigh Sq.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Secretarial Science
Hillel 1,2,3,4, Vice-President 4; 
Women's House Government 3; 
Dorm President 3; Dorm Vice- 
President 2; Scribe 1,2; Student 
Spirit Committee; Dean's List.
ILSE S. LEVI, B.A.
41 Hillside Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
English
Phi Theta Kapna; Dean's List; 
English Prizes, German Prize.
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IFRANK MOLNAR, B.S.
635 Stillson Rd., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Engineering
james McKenzie, b.s.
27 Messer St., Providence, R. I. 
Physical Education
LILLIAN MILLEMACI, B.S.
33 Coleman St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Nursing
Theta Epsilon 3,4; Wistaria Page­
ant. 1954.
DIRCK PAUL MULFORD, B.S.
1016 Norman St.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Accounting
}
\
;
ROBERT C. MUNCIE, B.S.
99 Muncie Road, Babylon, N.Y. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Student Council 4; Engineering 
Society 1,2,3,4.
:
'
I SHIRLEY MILLER, B.S. 
77-2666 Dr.
BERNARD MILOVE, B.A.
44 Wellsboro Rd.
Middle Village 79. N.Y.
Elementary Education 
Inter-Hall Committee 3,4, Secre­
tary 3; Student Spirit 3.4, Treas­
urer 3; Chorus 3: Chi Sigma Delta 
3,4; Scribe 4; Social Activities 4; 
Hillel 2,3,4; Wistarian 4; Fresh­
men Week Committee.
Valley Stream, N. Y. 
Marketing
Pi Omega Chi 2,3,4, Pledgemas- 
ter 3,4; National Student Asso­
ciation 4, Chairman 4; Swimming 
Team 2,3; Hillel 2,3,4. Activities 
Coordinator; Scribe 2.3, Student 
Council 3.4; Junior Class Vice- 
President; Ethics Committee 3; 
Varsity "B" Club 3,4.
I
I
!
I
I
: HAROLD NEVINS, B.A. 
2124 Madison Ave.i
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Political Science
Sigma Lambda Chi 2,3,4, Secre­
tary 3; Student Council 4; Cam­
pus Thunder 1,2; Spanish Club 
2,3; Sociology Colloquim 2,3,4, 
Vice-President 3,4; Political Rela­
tions Forum 2,3,4; Photography 
Club 3,4; Debating Club 3,4; 
James Schwarts Scholarship.
-: ■
M
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I
JEANETTE NEWTON, B.A.
I 86 New York Ave.
JEAN OTFINOWSKI, B.S. 
134 Stratford Rd.
EDWARD PEASE, B.S.
68 Webb St., Hamden, Conn. 
Engineering
Brooklyn, N. Y.
History New Britain, Conn.
Nursing
Theta Epsilon 1,2,3,4; Girls' Bas­
ketball 2; Nursing Council 1,2,3,4.
GERALD NORKO, B.A.
50 Park Terrace, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Biology
Golf Team 3,4; Chess Club 3; 
Biology Club 2,3; German Club 
2,3,4, President 4- Intramural Bas­
ketball 3,4.
JOSEPH NORKUS. B.S.
99 Myrtle Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Secondary Education
ELEANOR PERSIP, B.S.
3 I Summit Ave.
DEBORAH P. PENSAK, B.S.
130 Lorraine St., Bridgeport, Conn.
Secondary Education 
Hillel 3,4; Spring Play 3; National 
Education Association 3,4; Con­
necticut Education Association 
3,4; Dean's List.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Physical Education 
Women's Athletic Association 1,2, 
3,4, Treasurer 3, Vice-President 4.
.
-
LIONEL F. ORR, B.A.
99 Filbert St., Hamden, Conn. 
Political Science
Theta Sigma 1,2,3,4; Political Re­
lations Forum 2,3,4; Sociology Col- 
loquim 2,3,4; Debating Team 2,4; 
Football and Basketball Intramur­
als 2,3; Spanish Club 4; Pi Gam­
ma Mu; Dean's List 2,3,4; Silli- 
man Scholarship; Jacoby Scholar- 
hip; Lucas and Breiner Scholar­
ships; Author "Russian Area Stud­
ies of Bridgeport."
s
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'
MARVIN GEORGE RACER, B.S. 
2235 Ocean ParkwayCAROLYN PEVETTY, B.S. Ansonia Road
CHARLES PETRINO. B.S.
739 Beardsley Park Terrace
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Physical Education 
Football 1,2,3,4: Sigma Phi Alpha 
1,2,3,4; President 4; Baseball 3; 
Soccer 3; Arnold Troupers 3: 
Freshman Football Coach 4.
Brooklyn, N.Y.Woodbridge, New Jersey 
Physical Education Advertising
Biology Club I; Hillel I; Alpha 
Delta Omega 2,3,4: Society for 
the Advancement of Management 
2,3,4; Intra-Fraternity Council 4: 
Track 2.
Basketball 4.
JOHN RAPISARDI, B.A.
4238 Ely Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 
Psychology
LOUIS RAPUANO, B.S.
2058 Chapel St.I
New Haven, Conn. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Engineering Society 4: Public Re­
lations Director 4.
!
■:
: LEONARD PIRRO, JR., B.S. 
382 South Leonard St.
JAMES A. PROFETTO, B.S.
65 Pine St., Waltham, Mass. 
Physical EducationWaterbury, Conn.
Physical Education 
Football 3: Baseball 2: Intramural 
Basketball 2: Alpha Gamma Phi 2, 
3.4: Newman Club 3: Arnold Ma­
jor Club I: Varsity "B" Club 
1.2,3,4.
Soccer 3,4.
I
RONALD LEONARD RINKO, B.S.
1730 Old Town Rd.
Trumbull, Conn.
Industrial Relations 
Sigma Omicron Sigma Fraternity 
3,4.
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■CARL ROTHERMEL. B.S.
253 Post Rd., Cos Cob. Conn. 
Business
WESLY SANISLO, B.S. 
123 Berkley St.
WILLIAM SAUNDERS. B.S.
181 West Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
BusinessValley Stream, N.Y. 
General Business
Kappa Beta Rho 2,3,4, Secretary 
3, Vice-President 3, President 4.
HERBERT RUDOLPH, B.S.
255 Quaker Rd., Chappaqua, N.Y.
Industrial Engineering 
Delta Epsilon Beta 2.3,4; Vice- 
President 3, President 4; Soccer 
1,2,3,4; Debating Club 2,4; Or­
chestra 2,3,4; Newman Club 3,4.
IGNAZIO PAUL SALONE
371 Washington St.
Hartford, Conn.
Physical Education 
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; Varsity "B" 
3,4; Student Council 1,2,3,4; Sen­
ior Class Vice-President; Chorus 
and Glee Club 2,3,4; Music Club; 
Campus Thunder 3,4; Arnold Ma­
jors; F.T.A. 3,4.
IVAN M. SCHAFFEL, B.S.
300 Norton St.
RONALD SCHELMETIC. B.S.
261 Colony St., Fairfield, Conn.
New Haven. Conn. 
Accounting
Pi Omega Chi 3,4; Scribe 1,2,4, 
Assistant Business Manager 4; Po­
litical Relations Forum 1,2,3; Co­
ordinator, Bridgeport Day; Beta 
Alpha, Treasurer 3; Fencing Team 
2; Hillel 2,3,4; Freshman Week 
Committee 3,4.
Engineering
IALBERT SAMANDER, B.S. 
Roodeweg, Curacao, Netherlands, 
West Indies 
Biology
Chemistry Lab Assistant 2,3,4; 
Track 2,3; Soccer 2,3; Dean's List 
1.2,3,4.
A
£
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ROBERT SIEBERT, B.A.
193 Madison Ave., Baldwin, N.Y. 
Political Science
Student Council 1,4; Sigma Omi- 
cron Sigma 1,2,3,4; Chancellor of 
Exchequer 3, Vice Chancellor 4; Pi 
Gamma Mu 3,4; Protestant Club 
2,3,4; Sociology Colloquium 2,3.4 
Spanish Club I; Intramurals 1,2,3, 
4- Freshman Week 4; Dean's List 
2,3,4.
HANS SCHNEIDER. B.S. 
4 Cedar St. Walter r. serbent. b.s.755 Trumbull Ave.
South Norwalk, Conn. 
Physical Education
Bridgeport, Conn.
Accounting
CARL SIEGEL. B.A.
Old Mill Rd., Trumbull, Conn. 
Political Science 
Sociology Colloquim 4, Historian 
4; Hillel 3,4; Political Relations 
Forum.
JOHN SEFERIAN, B.A.
65 Fort Point, Norwalk, Conn. 
History
Intramurals 1,2,3,4; Sigma Phi 
Alpha 2,3,4, Secretary 4.i:
I :
i
ALBERT A. SENCY. B.A. 
106 Black Rock Ave. HELEN EVELYN SERENCHA, B.S.335 Andrew St., Stratford, Conn.
Business Education 
Theta Epsilon 3,4; Newman Club
■'
I
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Biology
Kappa Beta Rho 1.2. Vice-Presi­
dent, Treasurer 1,2; Alpha Gam­
ma Phi Fraternity 3,4; Vice-Presi­
dent 4; Intra-Fraternity Council 
2,3. Vice-President 2; Biology So­
ciety 3, President: Band 2.
3,4.i i
f
- JOAN FRIEDA SPIEGEL, B.A.
54-23 80 St., Elmhurst, N.Y. 
Psychology
Psychology Club 3,4; Hillel 4.
.':
a
i;
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BARBARA STEFANEK, B.S.
149 Asylum St.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Physical Education
PATRICIA SUICH, B.S.
105 Rakolzy Ave., Fairfield, Conn. 
Nursing
Student Council 2,3; College of 
Nursing Council 2,3, Secretary 3.
ROBERT SYMONDS, B.S.
36 Spring St., Danbury, Conn. 
Business AdministrationModern Dance Club I; Cheer­
leading 1,2,3,4, Captain 3,4; Beta 
Gamma 2,3,4, Corresponding Sec­
retary 4, Intra-Fraternity Council 
3, Historian 3; Newman Club 1,2, 
3: Arnold Majors 2,3,4; Student 
Spirit Committee 2,3.
ROBERT STEVENSON, B.S.
I 14 Russell St., Middletown, Conn.
Physical Education 
Soccer 1,2,3,4; Tennis 1,2,3.
GEORGE ALBERT STROPPARO
B.S.
I 15 Beech St., Fitchburg, Mass. 
Physical Education 
Football 1,2,3,4; Alpha Gamma 
Phi 2,3,4; Varsity "B" Club 4.
ALICE TERNLUND, B.S.
3215 78 St.
ANN C. SYPNIEWSKI, B.A.
352 Bond St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Nursing
Theta Epsilon 1,2,3,4; Chorus !; 
Nursing Council 1,2,3,4.
Jackson Heights, N.Y. 
Nursing
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
3,4; Dean's List 1954; Dean Helen 
M. Scurr Scholarship, 1955.
DIANE STUART. B.A.
127 Austin St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Mathematics
Ushers Guild 1,2,3,4; Phi Theta 
Kappa 3; Peter Benard Scholar­
ship 1952, 1953.
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CARL WAPNER, B.S.
972 Capitol Ave.
Bridgeport. Conn. 
Accounting
JOHN VICTOR TURK. B.S. 
46 Hanford Ave.
JULIUS TJON-LING-KONG, B.S. 
Heiligenweg 7, Damaribo, Surinam 
Mathematics Beta Alpha 2,3,4, Director Public 
Relations 2,3,4; Sigma Lambda 
Chi 2,3,4.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Industrial Relations
Psychology Club 3,4; Music Club 
3; Alpha Phi Omega 3.4.
a a<&■- ii
W
|l
. fi;-;
MYRA SEIDE WAPNER, B.S.
972 Capitol Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Journalism
Scribe 1,2,3,4, Assistant Feature 
Editor I, Feature Editor, News 
Editor 2, Editor 3; Beta Gamma 
Sorority 1,2,3,4; Hillel 1,2,3,4; 
Band I; Student Spirit Commit­
tee 1,2; National Student Travel 
Commission Coordinator 3; Stu­
dent Council 3; Junior Class 
Treasurer 3; "Your Key to UB", 
Editor 3; Associate Editor Campus 
Handbook; French Club 3, His­
torian 3; Pi Delta Epsilon, Co- 
Chairman 2; Pledgemaster 3; 
"Who's Who Among Students in 
American Colleges 1955. "
v. i
PAUL WEGERDT, B.S.
34 Lowell Rd.i
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 
Industrial Relations
MICHAEL VAIL, B.S.
84 North 174 St., Bronx, N. Y. 
Business Administration 
Student Spirit Committee I; 
Scribe 1,2.3,4, Sports Editor I; 
Managing Editor 2. Editor 3; Wis- 
tarian 1,2; Basketball Manager 
1.2; Track Team I; Track Manager 
2; Sigma Phi Alpha 2,3,4, Record­
ing Secretary, Treasurer.
CLAIRE WALDMAN, B.S.
156 Morningside Dr.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Elementary Education 
Freshman Week Committee 3; 
German Club 1,2; Education Club 
2,3,4; Student Representative, Stu­
dent Education Association of 
Connecticut 2.
DAVID WEINBERG, B.S.
220 Maple St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Education
!
■
'
i
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HAROLD WEINSTEIN, B.S.
265 Harlem Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Business
Fencing Team 3. THEODORE ZIECKUS, B.S.
I 64 Williams St.
CHARLES YALE, B.S.
Old Colony Rd.. Tracy. Conn. 
Delta Epsrlon Beta 1.2.3.4; Band 
1,2,3,4; Baseball 3.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Business Administration
MARILYN WILKINSON. B.S.
42 Wade Terrace
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Nursing
Theta Epsilon 1,2,3.4; Chorus I; 
Nursing Council 1,2,3,4- Bridg- 
ettes I.
MARK WINICK, B.S.
90 Blodgett Ave.
Swampscott, Mass. 
Marketing
Society for Advancement of Man­
agement 2,3,4; Swim Team 2,3; 
Glee Club 3,4; Pi Omega Chi 
2,3,4; Varsity "B" Club 3,4; Hillel 
I,2,3,4.
Masters
Degree
Students
MARIAN VERRILLI, M.S.
620 Tunxis Hill Rd.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Education
ROBERT JAMES WRIGHT, B.A.
46 Bronx Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
History
Dean's List 1,2,3,4.
»
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Associates Degrees
LOUISE BATTISTELLI, A.A.
365 Mill Hill Ave.ADEL€ R. ADELMAN, A.S.
706 George St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Hillel 1,2: Phi Omicron Upsilon 
2, President 2; Student Spirit I: 
Women's House Government I: 
Wilton Hall, President 2.
FLORINE AMORE, A.A.
141 Clifton St., New Haven, Conn. 
Fashion Merchandising
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Executive Secretary 
Pen & Keys I. Secretary: Usher's 
Guild I: Newman Club I : Theta 
Epsilon Sorority I.
i
GAIL BERMAN, A.S.
105 Ardmore Rd.
West Hartford, Conn.
Dental Hygiene
Treasurer, Schiott Hall I ; Wom­
en's House Government, President 
2; Hillel; Chi Sigma Delta, Sar- 
geant-at-Arms 2.
ANN PATRICIA BLISS, A.A.
Riversville Rd., Greenwich, Conn. 
Commercial Art
Girls' Basketball Team I; Corres­
ponding Secretary, Schiott Hall I: 
Hillel I; W.A.A. I.
i
j
JUDY ANDRES. A.A. 
I I 7 Lawlor Terrace
JUNE A. BARTRAM, A.A. 
1053 Sylvan Ave.
Stratford. Conn. Bridgeport, Conn. 
Medical Secretary 
Student Council 1,2, Committee 
Chairman, Recording Secretary 2; 
Campus Thunder 1,2; Wistaria 
Pageant 1,2: Spring Play 1,2; 
Christmas Pageant 1,2; Ski Club 
1.2, Secretary 1.2; Pen & Keys 
1.2: Protestant Club 1,2; Fresh­
man Week Committee 2; Band I: 
Jacoby Lecture Committee 1,2; 
Scribe I: N.S.A. 1,2, VicePresident 
2; Sophomore Class Vice-President 
2; Freshman Class, 2nd Alter­
nate I.
Secretarial
Ushers Guild 1,2: Pen & Keys 1.2: 
Wisiarian Staff 2.
!
! LOIS BLOEMEKE, A.A.
8 Celia Terrace, Belleville, N.J. 
Merchandising
Chi Sigma Delta 1,2; Social Ac­
tivities I; I.F.C. Representative 
I, Pledgemaster I; I.F.C. Secre­
tary 2.
5.
::
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CAROLYN BRENNAN, A.S.
I I Ludlow St., Waterbury, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Newman Club I; Chi Sigma Delta 
1,2; Phi Omicron Upsilon 1,2.
ENID CLAUSEN. A .A.
428 East 83rd St., New York, N. Y.
Fashion Merchandising 
Chi Sigma Delta 1,2, President 
1,2; Social Activities 1,2, Co- 
Chairman I; Inter-Fraternity Coun­
cil 1,2.
FRANCES MARY COPPOLA, A.S.
967 Prospect Drive
Stratford, Conn.
Denta1 Hygiene
NORMA CAROL BUCK, A.A.
282 Gulf St., Milford, Conn. 
Medical Secretary 
Theta Epsilon 1,2; Campus Thun­
der Make-up 2; Usher's Guild 2: 
Wistarian Staff 2; Pen & Keys 2.
JOSEPHENE K. CASSARINO, A.A.
4 Norman Ave., Wilson, Conn. 
Fashion Merchandising 
Women's House Government I; 
Vice-President, Park Hall I.
FRANCINE DANIELS, A.S.
199 Howard Ave., Ansonia, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
CAROL R. DAME, A.S. 
Brown Ave., Centerdale, R.l. 
Dental Hygiene
MARILYN CHICK, A.A.
77 Worrall Ave.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
Legal Secretary
Chi Sigma Delta 1,2, Vice-Presi­
dent 2, Charter Member 1,2; 
Woman’s House Government I, 
Recording Secretary I; Vice-Presi­
dent, Schiott Hall I; Hillel I.
29
BARBARA S. FECHTNER, A.A.
286 Schley St.. Newark, N.J. 
Medical Secretary 
Women's House Government 2; 
Freshman Week Committee 2.
CATHERINE WAHL DOLAN, A.S.
178 Christie Hill Rd..
CAROL ANN DENALSKY, A.A.
116 Bailey Road, Rocky Hill, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Newman Club I; Wistaria Page­
ant I.
Darien, Conn
Dental Hygiene
JAN FINE. A.A.
2724 University Ave.
New York, N.Y.
Fashion Merchandising 
Social Activities I, Dance Chair­
man; Chi Sigma Delta 1,2, Char­
ter Member, Pledge Master, Sec­
retary I; Student Spirit 1,2; Inter- 
Dorm Council I, President; Stu­
dent Council I, Sophomore Sec­
tary; Inter-Fraternity Council I; 
Dean's List- Social Activities Cer 
tificate.
MARLENE FLEET, A.A.
219 Washington St.j
Gloucester, Mass.
Medical Secretary 
Hillel 1,2; Social Activities Com­
mittee I.
JEAN EMOND, B.S.
R.F.D. No. 2, Putnam, Conn. 
Dental, Hygiene
Newman Club I: Phi Omicron 
Upsilon 1,2, Vice-President.
DOROTHY DRACHOWSKY, A.S. 
170 North Bishop Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn.i
Fashion Merchandising
SYLVIA FLEET, A.A. 
219 Washington St.
. Gloucester, Mass.
■ Medical Secretary 
Social Activities Committee I ; 
Hillel 1,2.
30
ROBERT M. FLEMING, A.S.
25 Pendleton St.
Commercial Art
Kappa Beta Rho 1,2, Correspond­
ing Secretary 2.
CARMEN GIORDANO, A.A.
90 Russo Ter., Bridgeport, Conn.
Commercial Art 
I.D. Society 2: Newman 2.
BARBARA GOLD B.A.
1415 Ave. O, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Executive Secretary 
Scribe I; Student Spirit 1,2; So­
cial Activities 3,4; Hillel 1,2,3,4.
SANDRA JEAN FLETCHER, A.S.
144 Main St., Norway, Maine 
Dental Hygiene 
Phi Omicron Upsilon 1,2.
ANN LOUISE FOOTHORAP. A.S.
Wordins Lane, Trumbull, Conn. 
Fashion Merchandising 
Campus Thunder I.
NANCY A. HALL, A.S.
34 Sutcliffe Ave., Canton, Mass. 
Dental Hygiene
Dorm Sponsor 2; Chi Sigma Delta 
1,2; Phi Omicron Upsilon 1,2.
BARBARA RUTHE GOLDBERG
A.S.
317 Ash St., Manchester, N.H.
Legal Secretary
Hillel 1,2, Co-Chairman Program 
Committee I.
JANET FORBES, A.S.
195 Ocean St., Lynn. Mass.
Executive Secretary 
Chi Sigma Delta 2: Vice-President, 
Milford Hall 2: Social Activities 
Committee 2; Political Relations 
Forum 2; Woman's House Gov­
ernment 2.
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SHEILA GRACE HOFFMAN, A.S.
16 Elliott St., New Haven, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon I; Hillel I; 
Freshman Week Committee 2.
RAYNETTE HAYWOOD. A.S.
8 Prospect St.
ARLINE HANDIN. A.S. 
408-B. 125 St.
Belle Harbor 94, N.Y. 
Medical Secretary
West Newton, Mass. 
Pre-Medical Technology
Hillel I.
SUSAN ANN HOWARD, A.A.
71 Southwood Rd.
Bridgeport Conn, 
Legal Secretarial i
BARBARA KAPLAN, A.S.
13 Eighth Ave., Danbury, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Hillel 1,2; Phi Omicron Upsilon
1,2.:
CATHERINE HERMAN, A.S.
43 Evelyn St., Trumbull, Conn. 
Secretary
Theta Epsilon 1,2, Secretary 2; Pen 
& Keys 1,2: Newman 1.2; Ushers 
Guild 1,2: Campus Thunder Make­
up 2.
JESSIE ELIZABETH HENDERSON
A.S.
1208 North Benson Rd.
Fairfield, Conn.
Newman Club I; Pen & Keys I.z
=-
5
DOLORES U. KALAKOWSKI, A.S. 
29 St. James St.
West Hartford, Conn.
Dental Hygiene
Representative, W.A.A. I ; Hockey 
Club I; Tennis Club I ; Basket­
ball Club I; Phi Omicron Up­
silon I.
I
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EVELYN KOTTON, A.A.
1215 North Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Medical Secretary EDITH MASCIK. A.A.
35 Bradley Ave., Fairfield, Conn. 
Secretarial
ANNE MASAITIS, A.A.
40 Parle Terr., Bridgeport. Conn. 
Secretarial
Spanish Club I; Psychology So­
ciety: Newman Club I.
Hillel 1,2.
4h
A
SUE LEVIN. A.A.
47 Oberlin St., Maplewood, N.J. 
Executive Secretary
V
k.
BURTON LEVINSON. A.A.
39 Landfield Ave.
Monticello, N.Y. 
Sigma Omicron Sigma 1,2.
JOANN MAZZALUPO. A.A.
43 Ward St., Waterbury. Conn. 
Dental Hygiene 
Club
ANITA LOUISE McENTEGGART
A.S.
340 Bishop St.
Framingham, Mass. 
Dental Hygiene
Chi Sigma Delta 1,2: Phi Omi­
cron Upsilon 1.2: Treasurer 2: 
Newman Club 1.2. Secretary 2: 
Cheerleader 1.2.
Newman
House Government 1,2, Corres­
ponding Secretary 2: Dorm Spon­
sor 2: House Council I. Secretary: 
Freshman Week Committee 2: Phi 
Omicron Upsilon 1.2: Chi Sigma 
Delta 2.
1,2: Women's
RITA LOCKER, A.S.
150 Knollwood Ave.
Mamaroneck, N.Y,
Dental Hygiene
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NAOMI NEWMAN, A.S.
18 Luddington TerraceELAINE MELNIK, A.A. LOIS MINTZ, A.A.
W. Orange, N.J.103 E. Coulter Ave. 12 Pleasant St.
Collingswood, N.J. Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon 2; Woman's 
House Government 2; Hillel 2.
Colechester, Conn.
Executive Secretary Secretarial
Woman's House Government I; Hillel 1,2; Social Activities 2.
Chi Sigma Delta 2, Recording
Secretary 2.
RUTH NODLAND, A.A.
414 Midwood Ave.. Bellmore, N.Y.
Fashion Merchandising 
Student Council I, Freshman 1st 
Alternate I; Chi Sigma Delta 1,2, 
Corresponding Secretary I ; Scribe 
1,2: Wistarian I; Social Activi­
ties I.
LINDA LOU PETERSON. A.S.
40 William St., Fords, N.J. 
Dental Hygiene 
Protestant Club I :
1
;
CYNTHIA MIRSKY, A.S. DOROTHY MURPHY. A.S.
241 Colebrook St. Lake St., Litchfield, Conn.
tHartford, Conn. Dental Hygiene
Dental Hygiene P.O.U. 1,2; Newman Club 1,2.
Wistaria Pageant I; President.
Southport Hall I; Hillel 1,2; Wom­
an's House Government 1,2; Vice-
President 2; Dental Hygiene Class 
I; Phi Omicron Upsilon 1,2; Inter-
Hall Council; Dean's List I.
SYLVIA PIERWOLA, A.S.
60 Poplar St., Bridgeport, Conn.
Executive Secretary 
Ushers Guild I.
i
!
:
!
ELAINE MARIE QUAGLIAROLI
A.S.
135 Elm St., Windsor Locks. Conn.
Dental Hygiene
Newman Club 1,2; Phi Omicron 
Upsilon 1,2: Dean's List 2: Chi 
Sigma Delta 2.
LYNNE SCHEPPS, A.A.
262 W. Penn St., Long Beach, N.Y. 
Business
ADELE SHRIBER, A.S.
418 Concord St.
Framingham, Mass. 
Medical SecretarySocial Activities I;
Scribe I. Hillel 1,2; Social Activities 1,2.
1
MARILYN JOAN RIDINGS, A.A.
240 Wheeler Park Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Secretarial
Scribe I : Pen & Keys I ; Fresh­
man Week Committee I; New­
man Club 1,2: Chairman of Wey- 
llster
Handy & Harman Scholarship.
Committee:"Big Sister"
;
ROBERTA ROSS, A.S.
5 Bretton Rd., Middletown, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Hillel I : Phi Omicron Upsilon I 
Band I.
BERNADINE SOBOLEWSKI, A.S. 
75 Sheppard St., Stratford, Conn. 
Secretarial
PEGGY ANN SIMMONS, A.S. 
41 Rarine Rd.. Melrose. Mass.J)
lJ\ Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon 1.2; Fresh- 
Week Committee 2: Froshman
Queen ‘54; Beta Gamma 2.
EMMY JULIANNE RUTZEN, A.S.
71 Sims St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon 1,2, Social 
Director 2.
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BARBARA JEAN THOMPSON 
A.S.
Manchester Center, Vermont 
Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon 1,2; Newman 
Club 1,2; Dorm Sponsor 2.
BARBARA SONNENFELD, A.A. 
67 Montress Ave., Rutherford, N.J.
Executive Secretarial 
Hillel I; Ushers Guild I; Chi Sig­
ma Delta 2.
PAULINE SOREL, A.S.
417 Osborn St., Fall River, Mass. 
Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon I; Newman 
Club I.
DARLENE TRITT, A.S.
212 North St., Elwood, Pa.
Secretarial
i
■
■
DELIGHT WEAVER, A.A. 
84 Whippoorwill Lane
:!!
Stratford, Conn.
General Education
JOAN TELERICO, A.A.
77 Maple Ave., Greenwich, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
Phi Omicron Upsilon I; Newman 
Club I; Chi Sigma Delta 2.
ELIZABETH T. STAUFFER, A.A. 
68 Van Rensselaer Ave.
Stratford, Conn.
Secretarial
Pen & Keys 1,2; Ushers Guild 1,2; 
Newman Club 1,2; Theta Epsilon 
1,2, Treasurer 2.
■
I
BARBARA WHITE, A.S.
305 River St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Secretarial
Ushers Guild 1.2; Pen & Keys 1,2; 
Newman Club 1,2; Theta Epsilon
I 1,2.
1
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MARILYN J. WILSON, A.A.
808 Suffield St., Agawam, Mass. 
Dental Hygiene
Women's House Government I; 
Phi Omicron Upsilon I, Corres­
ponding Secretary I.
!
:
PATRICIA ANN WITT, A.S.
266 Jackson Ave
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Dental Hygiene
37
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: Masters
VADA MacFADDEN, M.S..
1822 Noble Ave. 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Education
JACK FINEBERS, M.S. 
61 Park Street 
New Haven, Conn. 
Education
JOSEPH MISEUCIK, M.S.
75 Michaels Ave. 
Stratford, Conn. 
Education
HENRY KOCH, M.S. 
172 Myrtle Boulevard 
Larchmount. N.Y. 
Education
■
CAMERA SHY
Bachelors
STEPHEN BUTKOWSKY, B.S.
40 Dovia St., Stamford, Conn. 
Industrial Relations
FRANK P. ALOI, B.S.
137 Olive St., New Haven, Conn. 
Physical Education
Football 1,2,3,4; Basketball Manager 
3,4; Sigma Phi Alpha 3.4; Newman 
Club.
JOHN BROSCIA, B.S.
314 Fairview Ave., Hamden, Conn. 
Business Administration
Football 4.
HOWARD BRODER, B.S.
883 Cooke St., Waterbury, Conn. 
Industrial Journalism 
Scribe 3,4, Editor 4; Pi Omega Chi 
2.3,4; Pi Delta Epsilon 3,4, Secretary 
3; Wistarian 3, Advertising Mana­
ger 3.
JOSEPH BUTLER, B.A.
Southampton, N. Y. 
Business
!
■■
LEWIS ARDITO, B.S. 
1045 Campbell Ave.
West Haven, Conn. 
Physical Education 
Football 3; Sigma Phi Alpha 3,4.
i
JOSEPH CAMPOLONG, B.S. 
200 Van Courtland Park Ave.
THEODORE S. BROOKS, B.A.
207 Kensington PI., Bridgeport, Conn. 
English
Band 1,2; Glee Club I; Orchestra 2; 
Helicon 3, Editor; German Club 3, 
Vice President; Literary Society 3, 
Vice President; National Student As­
sociation 3; Pi Omega Chi 2,3,4.
Yonkers, N.Y.
Engineering
Newman Club; Varsity Football; J.V. 
Basketball 1,2; Sigma Lambda Chi 
2,3,4; Wistarian Photographer 4.
GEORGE CARNEY, B.S.
94 Ashley St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Secondary Education
JOSEPH BOREK, B.S.
4 Langdon St., Worcester. Mass. 
Engineering
MARGARET BROWN, B.S.
129 Hale Terrace, Bridgeport, Conn. 
Nursing
Theta Epsilon 3,4, Treasurer 3.
;
|
I
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1
JAY EHRENSAAL, B.S.
6850 Burns St.
DORIS GARNER, B.S.
81 Riverside St., Oakville, Conn. 
Physical Education
W.A.A.; Cheerleader; Gym Team; 
Hockey: Soccer; Basketball; Baseball.
ROBERT EDWARD CONNELLY, B.S.
397 Ridgefield Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Industrial Relations 
Knights of Thunder 2,3,4; Football 2; 
Campus Thunder 2,3.
Forest Hills, New York 
Marketing
J.V. Basketball I; Interfraternity Coun­
cil 3,4; Sigma Phi Alpha 3,4.
HENRY GEER, B.S.
404 Atlantic St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Engineering
LOUISE M. ENGLISH, B.A.
137 Deer Hill Ave
FREDERICK COURTADE, B.S.
1015 Fairfield Ave.
Danbury, Conn.Bridgeport, Conn.
Sociology
Sociology Colloquium 3,4; Phi Theta 
Kappa; Pi Gamma Mu; Scholars' 
Dinner 2,3,4.
Education
i
CAROLE GERAD, B.S.
77 Carleton Ave., Bridgeport. Conn. 
Education ;
BURTON EPSTEIN, B.S.
225 Sterling PI., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Business
Sigma Omicron Sigma 4; Hillel 4.
HENRY DAVERIO, B.S.
367 Steele St., New Britain, Conn. 
Me . hanicai Engineering
ii!,
MICHAEL FRANCIS GOGGIN, B.S.
70 South St., Waterbury, Conn. 
Marketing
!WALTER FAHERTY, B.S.
235 Arsenal, Watertown, Mass. 
Physical Education
Soccer Manager 2; Football Manager 
3,4; Equipment Manager, Baseball 
3,4; Alpha Gamma Phi 3,4.
JAMES DAVINS, B.S.
88 Greenwich Ave.
New Haven, Conn.
Physical Education
Soccer 3,4; Basketball 1,2,3,4; Base­
ball 1,2,3,4; N.C.A.A. All America 
First Team Soccer Squad 4; Sigma Phi 
Alpha 2,3,4.
SAMUEL GOLDBERG. B.A.
298 Madison Ave.
Clifton, New Jersey 
Political Science
Student Council 1.2,3,4, Treasurer 2: 
Sigma Lambda Chi 2,3,4, President 3; 
Sociology Colloquim 3,4, President 4: 
Alumni Hall Board of Governors 3,4; 
Campus Thunder I; Class Officer 
1.2,3.4, Freshman Vice President, 
Sophomore President, Junior Vice 
President, Senior President; Political 
Relations Forum 2,3,4; Hillel 1,2.3,4; 
Social Activities Committee I, Chair­
man, Ticket Committee I; Student 
Spirit Committee 3. Co-Chairman 3.
DAVID FIELD, B.S.
41 Carlyn Drive, Fairfield, Conn. 
Education
CLEO PETERS DEONES, B.A.
353 W. Pine St., Long Beach, N.Y. 
Sociology
JOHN FOLDEAK. B.S.
2 Quintard Ave.
JOHN DIETTER, B.S.
Hopewell Junction, N.Y. 
Industrial Relations 
Pi Omega Chi 3,4, Vice-President 4; 
Debating Club 3,4.
South Norwalk, Conn. 
Education
MARTIN GRAICERSTIEN, B.S.
30 Stevens St., New Haven, Conn. 
Education
JOHN FORBES, B.S.
237 Westfield Ave.. Ansonia, Conn. 
Engineering
FRANK DINKA, B.A.
706 Beechwood Ave.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Political Science CHARLES GRONDOLIA, B.S.
Old Hill Farms Rd., Westport. Conn. 
Business
Soccer 3,4.
WALTER J. GUNDERSEN. B.S. 
Boulevard, Newton, Conn. 
Mechanical Engineering
ISOBEL FRAGER. B.S.
205 Minerva, Derby. Conn. 
Nursing
WILLIAM DUGGAN, B.S. 
10 Eleventh St., Derby, Conn. 
Business
Basketball 1,2,3,4.
JACQUELINE HARRIGAN, B.S. 
9 Seaview Ave., Milford, Conn. 
Special Student
RICHARD FRIEDENTHAL, B.S. 
165 Beaumont St., Fairfield. Conn. 
Business
Chess Club 1,2,3.4.
JULIA B. DUNN, B.S. 
2399 Morehouse Highwayr •
Nursing
Fairfield, Conn.
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EDWARD JAMES MORRISON, B.S.
I 19 Roanoke Avenue, Fairfield, Conn. 
Elementary Education
FRANK E. LINDSTROM, B.S.
Patterson, New York 
Marketing
Football; Softball; Basketball, Delta 
Epsilon Beta.
HELEN HERSHBERG. B.S.
55 Fairfield Ave., Fairfield, Conn 
Education
LAWRENCE NOVAK, B.S.
71 Whitney Ave., New Haven, Conn. 
Engineering
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity 1,2; Hil- 
I el 1,2.
BARRY INNERFIELD, B.S.
1176 St., Brooklyn, New York 
Mechanical Engineering 
Gym Team 2,3,4.
CHARLES LYMAN, B.S. 
Tiber Lane, Westport 
Business
i
ROBERT W. JOHNSTON, B.S.
75 Eastwood Rd., Torrington, Conn. 
Accounting
Intramural Softball, Football. Basket­
ball.
NORMAN O'DONNELL, B.S.BARBARA BLITZER MACIESKI, B.S. 
267 Ryegak Terrace, Stratford, Conn. 
Marketing
Beta Gamma 1,2,3; Dance Club 2.
Turnpike, Westboro; Mass. 
Engineering
Baseball 3.
LOUIS PATERNOSTER, A.S. 
203 French St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Arts & Science
EVELYN KNAPP, B.S.
37 Lowe St., South Norwalk. Conn. 
Education
THOMAS McNEILL
304 Denton Avenue, Lynbrook, N.Y.
Education 
Basketball 1,2,3; Golf 4.
JOAN FRANCES KOZAK, B.S.
22 Orchard St., Shelton, Conn.
JOSEPH PIROTTA, B.S.
I 13 Pine St., Torrington, Conn. 
Education
ANN MERILL, B.A.
56 Brookfield Rd., Arlington, Mass. 
Education
Beta Gamma 2,3,4.
Nursing
;
MICHAEL QUINN, B.S.JAMES P. KRONUS, B.S.
I 12 High Park Ave., Stratford. Conn. 
Advertising
ARNOLD MILLER, B.A.
16 Stephana Lane, Waterbury, Conn. 
Marketing
Freshman Committee 3; Radio 2,3; 
Newspaper 3; Wistarian 3.
172 Liberty, New Haven, Conn. 
Business Administration
I
RAY MOLSICK, B.S.
176 Union Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Engineering
EUGENE SIMON, B.S.
6901 Groton St., Forrest Hills, N.Y. 
Business Administration
CONSTANCE KULENSKI, B.S.
316 West Spring St.
West Haven, Conn. 
Nursing
>.
:
JOSEPH R. SCLAFANI, B.S.
North St., Greenwich, Conn. 
Mechanical Engineering
EDWARD LEACH, B.S.
27 Suburban Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Music Education 
Music Club.
TOM Q. MOORE, B.A.
929 Judson Place, Stratford, Conn. 
Sociology
Alpha Delta Omega Fraternity 1,2,3,4; 
Protestant Club 2,3,4; Sociology Col- 
loquim 1.2,3.4.
- >
I
!'
JOHN R. LIGGINS, B.S.
114 Anson St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Marketing
Baseball; Basketball; Golf; Alpha 
Gamma Phi.
CLINTON V. MORAN, A.S. 
145 Pine Rock Park, Shelton, Conn. 
History
HARVEY SHINDELMAN. B.A.
218 Rombout Ave., Beacon, N.Y. 
History
j
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RICHARD J. TRUDEL, B.S.
26 Wood St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Accountnig
DOLORES VARHOLAK, B.S.
3301 Main St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Education
;IRVING SOCHRIN, B.S.
642 Atlantic St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Engineering !
:-
1
■
WILLIAM SUMILLA, B.S.
33 Morgan Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Arts & Science
Photography Club 3; Soccer 3.
BARBARA TREHARNE, B.S.
35 McDermott St., Milford, Conn. 
Nursing
RICHARD WATT, B.S.
3151 Main St., Stratford, Conn. 
Education
Golf 2.3.4, Captain 4; Political Rela­
tions’ Forum 2; Student Council 2: 
Sociology Colloquium 2,3,4; Theta 
Sigma 2,3,4.
I
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IBARBARA SUWAL, B.S.
I 138 East 214 St., Bronx, N.Y. 
Arts & Science
STEPHEN JAY TOLKIN, B.S.
Old Pond Road, South Salem, N.Y. 
Retailing
Hillel 1,2,3,4, Treasurer 2; Scribe 2; 
Alpha Delta Omega 2,3,4, Secretary 
3, President 4; Society for the Ad­
vancement of Management 3, Public­
ity Chairman 3; Wistarian 4, WriteuD 
Editor 4.
ROBERT ZULIANI, B.A.
176 Parle St.. Bridgeport, Conn. 
Arts & Science
'
i ‘
i :Hillel 2,3.
5
;
EDWARD STANCZYK, B.S.
246 Louisiana Ave.
DONALD J. UMLAUF, B.A.
115 Ridgewood Drive, Milford, Conn. 
Political Science
THEODORE H. ZIECHAS, B.S.
169 William St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Accounting
Beta Alpha 2,3,4; Sigma Phi Alpha 
Fraternity 3,4.
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Business Administration
Associates :
MAXINE ROSENHOLTZ. A.S.
I 16 Second St., Troy, N.Y. 
Fashion Merchandising 
Hillel I; Social Chairman, Dormitory 
Wistaria Pageant.
FRANK F. JAWOISZ, A.S.
36 Colorado Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Science
Campus Thunder 1,2,3,4; Spring Play 3,4; 
Knights of Thunder 4; Alpha Delta 
Omega 1,2,3,4, Vice Chancelor 3; Fresh- 
Show 3,4.
STEPHEN J. BUTKOWSKY, A.S.
40 Dovia St., Stamford, Conn. 
Industrial Relations 
Baseball 1,2; Football 1,2.
I
■
man
DONALD RUSSO. A.A.
29 Parsons Dr. Hempstead, L.I. 
General Education
CHARLES B. KELLY, A.A.
315 William St.. Bridgeport, Conn. 
General Education
Glee Club 1.2; Alpha Phi Omega 1,2: 
Psychology Club 2.
ROBERT DIORIO, B.A.
366 Nowall Ave., Fitchburg, Mass. 
Commercial Art
GEORGE SCHUESSLOR, A.S.
91 Shelton Ave., Shelton, Conn. 
Geology
German Club 2; Alpha Delta Omega 2.
JOAN LONGO, A.A.
980 Albany Ave., Hartford, Conn. 
Fashion Merchandising
HARRIET GROSSMAN, A.S.
30 Clarendon Ave., Providence. R.l. 
Merchandising
41
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: Underclassmen
These are the signposts, mark them well — We travel this way but
once.
As Freshman we are all knowing — Our first registration line — Oh 
well, Beanies aren’t so bad, you can always take them off when no one’s 
around —Who me? Beanie Court? A mid semester B — Our first Fraternity 
Bids — Keep off probation A “d” in Psychology.
A sophomore is a “wise fool” — We own the Club — Old Fraternity
What’s your Q.P.R.?man or new? — She’s pinned 
— Econ & Soc, oh brother -
- Sorority meeting
See you at Fones — There’s a table over 
there — No, I’ve got a nite class — Slept through my 8:00 class — 1 
here he’s going on Sabbatical — I only need 12 more Convocations — Hey,
(
I have to take Health Ed 102 yet — About time to choose my major — 
Some of us graduate.
I
We watch and wait — After the Junior year it’s all downhill — We’re 
over the hump — Marriage? — Not ’till I finish school — Quiet and studious 
— Until the weekend — Still need 8 convocations — Have to study this 
semester — President of the Fraternity — What ever happened to that 
kid in our Psychology 104 class? — Gets longer every year — Only 24 
more semester hours — Why go to summer school?
i
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Gail Abercrombie Marlene Abrahams Christy Adams Joanne AlechnowiczHoward Abner George Achilles
Richard Ameis Joan AtwoodRoberta AronsonEmilio Archila Rachel ArenaLois Anderson
aW if
/$?:■
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Dewey BatchelorChristian BassickFrances Augenblick Larry BarkonJanet BaileyLarry Babich
Ann BarberWilliam BancaleBarbara BalzanoKemp Batchelor III Albert Barnes
47
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. Barbara BloomMarilyn BlumenfeldRalph Berggren Eva BernsteinStephanie Berger Adele Berman
Joseph BoldycCharles BondarMary Ann Buchnak Richard Bock Adrian BoiDoris Boggilo
!
V
'
:
Raymond BraunDavid BrandenburgBarbara BoyceStephen BorowyWilliam Boldyga11 
;
i
b!
'•
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Louis BrunoRoberta Brown Susan BrunoEsther BrownPeter BrownCarol Brill
'........... ....
i
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Terrence CallahanEduar'do CabreraFrances Buchta Phillip BushMargaret Burbank
Micolta
Marilyn Case Carol CaseyJohanna CarteeEdward CarrollWilliam Callahan
I
::
Joseph ChristianoMarion ChristensenJoanne ChiffrillerPhyllis CherryRichard Centner Grace Chanovitt
I
II
!•:
Anatole ColbertEdmund ClarkGeorge CliffordFrederick CirlinJoseph CichowskiPhyllis Cibulas
I
i
■
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Matilda Collazo John Collins Lyn Collins Lawrence ContiHoward Cole Catherine Connors
Mildred CostaIna Cooper Larretta CooperFranklin Cooper Judith Crane Patricia Creel
< 4
ii
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Allan DavisLeah DavidRobert D AndreaMaryann CupoJoseph CumboFrances Crystal
i
;
:
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Josephine Del GrossoHoward DavisonBarry Davis Roger Davis Salvatore DeCristoforo
50
;David Dietz Rita DiVicinoHarold DiamondJoseph DempseyEdwin Delventhal George DeMello
Marilyn FeldmanMona FaulknerNancy DuncanWilliam Downs Marcia DunnCarol Dunn
Audrey FiskeElizabeth FischBaldomar FerreiraRobert FerikHinda Feibush
William FreiheitAllan FreedmanMyrna FreedBernard FrankWilson Fogarth John Foscolos
i!
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Nancy Frick Susan Fried!ing Daniel GaderreAnne Friedman Ferdinand Fritzky Elynora Gadaleno
Thomas Galionis Alda GarofaloGerald Gajnos James Gallagher
;
Shirley GloverRobert Gelling Barbara George Joseph GirlandoLeonard Germano Sally Ginter
Robert GrazeAnn GrancajiNeil Goldman Sally Goldman Paula GordonJohn Goerig
JIM, t t n %--
■
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■Trudv Griesshaber Harriet GrimesMarilyn GreenArline GreenbaumHarriet Green
George HallasCarol HajasRobert HagstromElizabeth GuardianiPhyllis GruberCarol Gross
(> C
' • - M
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Janet HazeloBob HaskellLeon HarrisJohn HardingFlorence HansonJanet Halligan
Marie HitchcockSuzanne HinckLinda HershCrit HerrJean Heanue Roger Herman
6 8 fT* I
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:
IJoseph Hoch Carole Holmgren Sally HubbellFlora Hricisko Patrick Hunter Nancv Hurwitz
:
I
William JarboePatricia JanowskiWilma JacobsonWalt Hurzeller Walter IgnatowichGlenna Huriwitz
''
Dennis Karlenii Barbara Jennings Dick Johnson Al Jones Patricia KapsinowI!
!;
I
; •: Robert KingJack Katz Lynn KerrGail Kaufman James Kennedy Blossom Kesseli
I
-
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Joseph KraynakNancy Kirmayer Joan Koehler Judy KornbluttSandra Klein
Nancy KurkulEdward KuhnTaffy Kropf Alfred Kuhn Bernard KuhnArthur Kuchuck
*r
■T *1! 3 2k \ >'A r
Ho Chcnq LeeSretchen LarsonMarvin LapidusBette LamsonMarie Lacobelle Louis La Forte
Ann LocontoRobert LiptakBetsy LidmanHoward LevineBetty Lou Leonardo Helen LeVasseur
1*9*
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.William Losaw Betty lydston Richard Madgie| John MaGuirk Bonnie Magnes Edward Manna
.
David Marsh Gene Marsh Salvatore Mastandrea Pa 1 ricia McGoldrichRonald McCarthyPatricia Manco
/
fTl 0^1
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Donald McIntyre James McVicar George Meaney Margaret MeolaMarie Mencarelli Paula Menton:
5
Patricia Mertens Florence Meyer Toby Michaels Sandra MillerRobert Millar Jean Miller
I
a
I
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Thomas Mills Andrew Mitchell Dallas MolerinAlvers MiskaBarbara Minster Robert Moran
Harold Newell Robert NewellGeorge Mougios Louis NappiJoan Mueller Shuber Muoslov
Mary Jane O'ConnellReginald NyszikWilliam Newton Henrietta NuttallNancy Nichols Leo Noon
!
I:
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Enrique PenaTheresa PastonDavid ParkerRichard O'NeillNeal O'Keefe Andrew Olayas
' IP*a V .
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Fred Pickles Timothy Ditock Amelia Polena Jean PollockMildred Peters Susan Portnoy
!
Edmund RamosMarie RacanielloLois Prentice Rosalie Printz Madelyn PughJoan Pruett
*
Ken RoederStan Pecker Pascal Richardson Cristina RobbinsJohn Rapillo Merle Rifkin
Marlene RosenblumLillie Rogers Stanley Roman Teddy RosenbergPeter Romeo Loretta Rosenberg
:
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Florence Rosner Janice Salem Jalucho SalomeIngrid Ross Louise Sabo Mirna Sacks
Norman Schimelman IOlive Schindler Lenore SchneiderRhoda SchaefferJesus Sanchez
Mona SchwartzJudy SchwartzMarilyn Schneider Doris SchwartzRonald SchulmanBen Schnerison
Marilyn ShollcoffRichard ShepardHomer ShawJane ShapiroRobert Scrobola Karen Seelgen
59
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Edward Shumofsky Dan Skolnick Ann Smith Robert SmithMarcia Smith Rachel Smith
Irving Sochrin Don Spillane Edward Stanford Paul Steiner Eleanor Stoller
Cj f
I
i
i.i
t Sandra Strauss Frances Suisack Elizabeth SweetArthur Sullivan Nancy Swanson Barbara Swarney•'
I
I;
Selma Swick Walter TearneHedwig Szynalska Marcia Tafler Molly Takycs Henry Tashjian
.
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Douglas TowersJudy Thompson Barbara Tisso Robert TlcecsDonald Therrien Audrey Thilo
Diane Tyznilc Beverly VaneMarion TukeyRalph TrueJane Trattner Nancy Treadwell
Joe WaiksmsVirginia WagermanEdward VorholchRita VirelliJoan Van Horne Miriam Vass
Bette WeberJoseph WarrenMarguerite WalshCaryl WallensteinBernard WalkerJoan Watchmaker
61
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Allen Weiss Charles WestbergNancy Weiss Elinor Weissman Donald Wendell Rhoda Werner
Lynda ZahlerHugh Williamson Frank WlassakEdward Whitney Judith Youman
Ricki ZimmermanCharles ZernikRosalind ZazzaroRichard ZavionBill Zanesky
I
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.Activitiesi
!
A well-rounded education not only denotes the adoption of the tradi­
tional scholastic studies, but also a participation in the social activities of 
the university. Along Park Place is a large white building shown on the 
opposite page. The gold letters read “Alumni Hall Student Center,” but 
within these doors is formed the nucleus of the social life of the University of 
Bridgeport. Here are planned all events ranging from Freshman Week to the 
Senior Ball; from club meetings and dances to pinnings and engagements.
; ' z
.:
j
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i! It is at Alumni where social activities plan out the theory “all work 
and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” In this case, “Jack,” the typical U.B. 
student, makes up the nucleus of the various committees, organizations, 
and -working groups that form to spread themselves over Seaside Park, our 
campus. A gown and tux give us our formal activities, but coffee, music, 
and a corner gab-fest in Alumni plan out the social life that one can find 
every day of the school year without so much as a second glance around the 
first floor.
!
The Social Activities Committee, around which all university functions 
revolve, has its headquarters in Alumni Hall but the work it does may be 
done at a bull session, at the Ritz, at Lenny’s, or at Glorietta. The brainwork 
and the brawnwork is done by your many social activities committees, but 
their reward is the enjoyment and pleasure of the many students attending 
the functions that they have worked on so diligently.
. i' :*.
I
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Intertwined with the more important activities and affairs, we find 
the social life of the campus not entirely confined to formals or other 
university functions. We find our dorm parties and dances, occasional get- 
togethers, and numerous other events which can rightly be called social 
activities.
9
il
The fond memories, unduplicated joys, and innumerable hours of 
entertainment and relaxation from studies are as much a part of the life of 
the students and social activities as are homework, term papers, and finals.
First Row, Left to Right: Lynda Zahler, Gene Marsh. Mrs. Lunn. Faculty Advisor. Doris Schwartz Pat Bliss, 
Darlene Tritt. Second Row: Joseph Brennan, Marlene Rosenblum. Bette Laneson, Judy Youman. Marilyn Green, 
Maryann Cupo. Maxine Rosenhaltz, Allan Freedman.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
OFFICERS
Gene Marsh _ 
Doris Schwartz
Pat Bliss . ___
Darlene Tritt _ 
Mrs. Lunn
___ -Co-chairman
____ Co-chairman
_______ Secretary
----------- Treasurer
_Faculty Advisor
The Social Activities Committee plays a significant role in the life of 
the University of Bridgeport. The main purpose of this organization is to 
direct and co-ordinate the three major social events of the Sfchool year. The 
students who actively participate with the planning of these school functions 
possess willingness, social mindedness, and efficiency.
The first dance of the year was the Christmas Ball, which took place at 
the Ritz Ballroom on December 9. Charlie Spivak and his band had the 
honor of serenading the largest group that has ever attended a University 
function. At the Christmas Ball of 1955 a new tradition was started; the 
first Snowflake Queen was crowned. Cute and blonde Lynda Zahler won 
both the title of “Snowflake Queen,” and the hearts of many.
The annual Sweetheart Dance, which is the second dance, took place 
on February 24. Many eyes were gleaming and many faces glistening as the 
sweethearts of UB danced the evening away.
A beautiful May weekend aided the Social Activities Committee with 
the sponsoring of the annual Wistaria Weekend. The annual formal, crown­
ing of the Queen, and pageant, formally terminated this year’s social activi­
ties.
Rrst Row, Left to Right: Nick Panuzio, Bert Siegel. Second Row: Roger Powers, Barbara Stefanek, 
June Bartram, Gil Strunk. Third Row: Joseph Kraynak, Peggy Simmons, Ann Locanto, William Bartlett. 
Yolanda Delmore, Mr. Alphonse Sherman, Dr. Francis Dolan. Missing from photo: Mr. William T. De Siero.
Nick Panuzio Co-chairman
Bert Siegel Co-chairman
Baibara Stefanek Secretary
Dr. Alphonse Sherman Advisor
Dr. Francis Dolan Advisor
Mr. William T. DeSiero Advisor
Five event packed days, the most successful Freshman
Week in University history, greeted 600 UB yearlings when
they arrived campus last September. Co-Chairmen Nickon
Panuzio and Bert Siegel, with the aid of a well-chosen hand­
picked committee of 32 upper-classmen, whipped arrivals from
all four winds into a cozy, friendly group to be henceforth
known as the Class of 1959.
If
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Christmas Ball i
• *•
Student Activities Committee put on its 
long white whiskers and presented the annual 
Christmas Rail with Charlie Spivak and his
band.
Lovely Linda Zahler was crowned “Snow­
flake Queen” and recieved a trophy from the 
brothers of Sigma Omicron Sigma.
Mellow music, soft lights, beautiful decora­
tions . . . the north pole was never like this! 
The familiar strains of “Goodnight Sweet­
heart” mingled with cries of “Merry Christ­
mas” floating across the dance floor to bring 
one of the highlights of the University social 
Calendar to a close.
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Campus Thunder ’56
CAMPUSitLike a sudden summer storm-
THUNDER '56" drenched our campus with :
lilting melodies and sparkling performances.
tradition of extrava-In the true Barnum
gance and splendor, this year's "Thunder" 
hit Bridgeport with the biggest roar of all.:
"The Twenties", in all of it's gaiety and care­
lessness was recaptured, relived, and reloved
a-' /_
: :
Grand Finale in all 
it splendor.
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Miss Pin-up: Marvin "Cookie" 
Kushnik
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The precision dancing chorus Dancer Yolanda Delmore
Bill Bartlett, the big ape in the show
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Greeks;i
Each of the thirteen emblems on the opposite page has a special mean­
ing to the members of the Greek Letter organization it signifies. Each 
emblem represents a bond, a brotherhood, an almost physical tie, which 
will survive both distance and time. Each emblem is worn proudly.
i
i'
The stein and the pipe signify the good times, the beer parties, the 
unforgettable week ends, and the pleasant, relaxed feeling experienced when 
one is among the closest friends he will ever have.j
Greek Letter life is not all fun and relaxation however; there is charity
principles of: work to be done, there are brothers to be helped, there are 
leadership to be learned.
■
i
IE Within the confines of the Greek Letter groups the member learns 
a spirit of cooperation and an appreciation of the rights and feelings of 
others without which any amount of education is wasted.)
11
The words “Fraternity” and “Sorority” are not empty words oii this 
campus. It is impossible to find an adequate substitute for these words, 
for those whose pictures appear on the following pages carry the synonym 
in their hearts.
i
■
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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
First Row: Ed Denike, Lois Blomeke, Bill Wright, Nick Panuzio, Jessie Henderson. Bob Neuberger. Haym Rabinovitz. Second Row: 
Enid Clausen, Don Lurie, Steve Sorocco, Joe Rosenthol, Tom Skudlarik. Bette Weber, Elise Wolff, Helen Jenkins. Third Row: Merle
Bruskin Paul Stravetz, Al Marinoff, Anatole Colbert, Joe Brennan.
Left to Right: Ed Denike. Treasurer; Lois Bloemke, Sec 
retary; Bill Wright. President; Nick Panuzio. Vice-President;
Jessie Henderson, Historian.
Good-will and cooperation has been the keynote
of the Inter-Fraternity Council, the governing body
of the Greek letter groups on campus.
The Council, founded in 1947 by Greek letter
men, had it’s charter adopted in 1948. The purpose
of this organization is to have the ideas of the ten
fraternities and three sororities presented by their
delagates and considered by all. An important func­
tion of the group is the planning of the University
social calender for the coming year. The Greek-
Letter Dance, an annual event, is sponsored by the
group. Each year a Greek Goddess is elected to
reign as Campus Aphrodite for the coming year.
I
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I First Row: Ralph Carbone, Mickey Vail, Frank D'Ostilio. Steve Surocco. Second Row: Ted Pitt, 
Stan Luby, Tom Skudlarek. Joe Siciliano, Harry Peters. Alien Cohen. Third Row: Al Bedford, Michael 
O’Donnell, Frank Aloi.
SIGMA PHI ALPHAi
i
■ OFFICERS
'l _PresidentCharles Petrino -
Ray GlatkowsloW.^ragfc: - -Vice President
Ralph Carbone -___________ ________ ..Secretary
Mickey Vail ---------------- ---- - ---Treasurer
~~~ r__- .- J AdvisorMr. Charles Pet it jean,___ i:m rLr^rMf~\y ■
Sigma Phi Alpha was the first fraternity to be chartered on the 
University of Bridgeport Campus, receiving their charter in 1947. 
Sigma Phi Alpha has-always been a leader in everything they have 
undertaken. \
Every year Sigma Phi-Alpha awards a $100 scholarship to a 
student who is outstanding-jnjathletjcSj > Hds';g©b(i~scKblastic grades, 
and is in financial need of assistance.
The pledges are characterized by different costumes every semes­
ter, with Davey Crockett the theme of this year’s pledge class.
iFirst Row, Left to Right: John Steeneck, Robert Symonds, Lawrence Varholak, Robert Neuberger. 
Second Row: Erick Eklund, Gerald Fox, Frank Palmer, William Wright, Edward Chin. Third Row: 
Joseph Bolduc, Lorin Beresnyak, Rick Topham, Brice MacNaughton, William Firisin, Missing from 
photo: William Bartlett, Lawrence Miller, Richard Watt, Edward Hall, Donald Heath.
THETA SIGMA
Robert Symonds 
Lawrence Miller _ 
Lawrence Varholak
William Bartlett__
John Steeneck___
John Sherry _____
_____________ President
_________Vice President
___ Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
_____________ T reasurer
—__________  _Adviser
Theta Sigma, founded at the University of Bridgeport upon 
fellowship and loyalty to one another, has endeavored to develop in 
its members a high degree of leadership; an example of which may 
be found in the many offices and positions of responsibility that 
Theta Sigma men have attained.
Traditions of the fraternity include an annual Christmas party 
at the Crippled Children’s Workshop, the Red Cross drive, and the 
annual “Football” dance, which this year shared publicity with 
hurricane Diane. Semi-annual pledge weeks and the annual home­
coming and reunion meetings with its alumni have become tradi­
tional.
The continued success of Theta Sigma from its origin in 1947 
may be attributed to an underlying devotion to fellow members and 
to the fraternity name.
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First Row Left to Right: Jalucho Salome, Herb Rudolph, Donald McIntyre, Walter Ignatowich. 
Second Row: Harold Hall, Barry Kicklina, Raymond Petrie, Alphonse Mana, James McVickar. Third 
Row: Donald Woodruff, Carl Peterson, Enrique Pena.
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OFFICERS
. ____ President
Vice President
____ Secretary
__  Treasurer
/idricnr
Lawrence C. Centi
Herb Rudolph ___
Donald McIntyre _
Jaluche Salome _
Raymond Petrie _
Delta Epsilon Beta fraternity was founded in October, 1947, on 
the principles of Brotherhood and Sociability. One of the oldest 
fraternities on campus, it places equal emphasis on studies, social 
activities and sports.
The fraternity tradition includes a bi-annual pledge period during 
which members are tested and initiated without public embarrass­
ment. In the true spirit of fraternity, DEB prides itself on the many 
national and racial extractions represented by their members, which 
includes students from all parts of the world; an organization which 
literally unites members of all races and nationalities into a brother­
hood. ''
The aims of the fraternity are to promote good will, friendship, 
and good fellowship.
i
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PI OMEGA CHI
:
First Row, Lett to Right: Mr. James Fenner, Joe Cumbo, Jack Martin, Gil Strunk. Second Row: 
Tom Wallace, Ronnie Richardson, Sal Fiordelisi, Ivan Schaffel, Carl Yurdin, Lou Nappi, Mark 
Winick, Ronnie French, Joe Wargo. Hal Roberts, Marshall Dickman. Bernie Milove. Third Row: 
Don Renten, Walt Welker, Howard Broder, Gene Simon, Al Marinoff, Norman Schimelman, Paul 
Stravitz, Ed Schwartz, Ed Geffen, Ed Shumofsky, Joe Pirotta.
l
OFFICERS
Jack Maftin__
Jack Dietter_____
Merle Bruskin ______
Joseph Cumbo_____
Mr. James Fenner__
______President
_Vice President
____Secretary
__ Treasurer
__ Advisor
'
Since its inception in 1947, the brothers of Pi Omega Chi have 
been prominent on the campus scene. POC men have held positions 
the Scribe, Student Council, Inter-fraternity Council, and Social 
Activities Committee throughout their history.
On September 30, 1955, Bettiann Fisch was presented as the 
Sweetheart of the fraternity at the 8th annual dance.
The traditional pledge goatees and green berets appeared twice 
this year, along with torchlight ceremony staged at the statue of 
the fraternity’s patron saint, P. T^Barnum;
Public service to both community and school, a strong alumni 
organization, and many parties have been associated with the bro­
thers of Pi Omega Chi.
on\
ALPHA GAMMA PHI
Front Row: Bob Marks, Clare Ripley, Dan Rizzi, Nick D Alusio,, Walt Kondratovich, advisor, Mike 
Belmont, Ed Hall, Al Sency, Jerry DeVito. Back Row: George Stropparo, Mort Faherty, Dick Cipriani 
Charles Methe, Lenny Pirro, Elio Garcia, Dave Deep, Arthur Weeks, Jack Liggins, Dave Duggan. Sa 
Mastandrea, Frank O'Sullivan, John Carr, Bill Barstow, Jim O'Hara, Edward Denike.
OFFICERS
PresidentMike Belmont
Vice PresidentNick D’Alusio
.. Secretary 
. Treasurer
Dan Rizzi __
Jerry Devito
■
In the latter months of 1947, a small group of students (Vete­
rans) were united to form a social fraternity for the purpose of 
promoting peace, charity, scholarship and fellowship among all 
men, irrespective of color, race, or creed.
An outstanding objective of Alpha Gamma Phi is the promotion 
of student spirit. This year as in the past, the fraternity has ex­
pressed this objective by its men holding positions of leadership 
in all phases of student life.
Starting this year, in honor of our deceased brother Jimmy 
Kanopanus, we will award annually a placque for .outstanding leader­
ship in intra-mural sports. A part of our tradition is the dispense- 
ment with “Hell Week” for prospective members. 4
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KAPPA BETA RHO
First Row, Left to Right: Don Kirschbaum, Wes Sanislo, Bob Andress, Dave Parker. Second Row: 
James Badami, Arthur Newman, Don Knapp, Brain O'Gorman, Robert Stehle, Art Bartone. Third Row: 
John Kirby, Granger Mitchell, Jim Griglun, Jerry Davis, Robert Fleming.
k.9K .
Fall Semester
____President
Vice President
____ Secretary
____Treasurer
Wesley Sanislo __
Donald Kirschbaum 
Robert Andress 
DavicT Parker___
Spring Semester
____President
Vice President
____Secretary
____Treasurer
Robert Andress
David Parker__
Donald Knapp 
Brian O’Gorman
t
Kappa Beta Rho was founded November 3, 1947, and its con­
stitution was accepted and approved by the University in March, 
1948, thus establishing a social fraternity based on the principles of 
truth, fellowship and honor.
Early in the fall semester of each year since its inception, the 
fraternity has the bestowed privilege of initiating the social season 
by presenting its annual dance, Kappa’s Kickoff Kaper. However, 
KBR men never rest on their laurels, therefore, the school year is 
dotted with many parties and functions, namely. The Friends and 
Alumni Dance, and the famous April Stag.
The fraternity also pursues a vigorous policy of intramural parti­
cipation, fielding teams in all sports.
Kappa Beta Rho prides itself in its members and alumni as 
gentlemen and leaders who have contributed to the perpetuity and 
integrity of school and fraternity.
»i BETA GAMMAt
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First Row, Left to Right: Jane Trattner, Elise Wolff, Yolanda Delmore, Maryann Cupo. Second 
Row: Evelyn Knapp, Bette Weber Pat Janowski, Kerin Browne, Jocelyn Poisson. Missing from photo: 
Mary Healy, Peggy Simons, Jean Heanue, Olive Schindler, Barbara Stefanek, Carolyn Pevetty, Marie 
Racinello, Lucy Wisinsky.
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OFFICERS
___  ________ President
_ ________Vice President
____Recording Secretary
..Corresponding Secretary
_____________ T rea surer
_______ Social Chairman
___ I.F.C. Representative
____________ __ Alumni
Elise Wolff
Jane Trattner ------
Jean Heanue---------
Maryann Cupo ___
Bette Weber ______
Jocelyn Poisson ___
Mary Healy ______
Olive Schindler __
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On April 8, 1948, the first sorority and seventh Greek letter 
organization on campus, Beta Gamma, came into existence. It 
was founded on the ideals of understanding and practice of honor, 
loyalty, and truth.
Each year the social activities of Beta Gamma have as their 
climax an open dance which precedes the sorority weekend. This 
year it was held in April.
With “Vita Hanaries” as their guiding motto, the Beta Gamma 
sisters strive to keep their belief above all others.
t
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THETA EPSILON
First Row, Left to Right: Sue Bruno, Betty Stauffer, Teri Paston, Jessie Henderson, Cathy Herman, 
Helen Jenkins. Second Row: Judy Carr, Barbara White, Louise Battistelli, Miss Ginny Moran, Mrs, 
Sideleau, Louise Sabo, Norma Buck, Rita Alteri, Alda Garafalo. Missing from photo: Caryl Blank, 
Gail Fraser, Lillian Millemaci Marie Nobile, Marianne Lacy.
OFFICERS
Teri Paston __________ ____
Jessie Henderson _________
Cathy Herman _____ ______
Betty Stauffer __ _________
Helen Jenkins ____________
Sue Bruno _______ :______
Miss Jinny Moran ____
Mrs. Barbara Sideleau ___
_____ President
_Vice President
_____ Secretary
_____Treasurer
.Social Director
_____ Historian
____ __Advisor
_ ____  Advisor
During the fall of 1948 sixteen co-eds united to form Theta 
Epsilon, a non-sectarian sorority, dedicated to promoting better 
human relations among the various racial, religious, and nationality 
groups on campus.
Each semester two weeks are put aside for pledging eligible girls 
from all colleges of the University. Pledging activities include an 
informal party, a formal tea. and a dinner-dance.
The sorority motto, “toutes ensemble,” exemplifies all activities 
undertaken by the group. Hospital volunteer work, a Christmas 
trip to the Margaret Ford Children’s Cottage, a float in the Barnum 
Festival Parade, and the gala “Masquerade Ball” held every October, 
are but some of TE’s traditional activities.
Theta Epsilon endeavors to develop the qualities of leadership, 
character, fellowship, and scholarship in its members.
I ALPHA DELTA OMEGA»
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First Row, Left to Right: Bill Drehs, Bob Baxter, Charles Hildenbrand, Lenny German) Second 
Row: Marvin Racer, Charles Bristol, Charles Wilkenson, Mark Scheinbart, Henry Tashjian, Bill Daly, 
George Hobart, Gene Olio, Ken Sancley. Third Row: Jim Murphy. Frank Fazekas. Tom Nugen* 
Buck Richardson, Mike Kepchar, Tony Argus, George Schuessler.
OFFICERS
i Bob Baxter ______
Charles Hildenbrand
Lenny Germano __
Bill Orehs_________
____ President
Vice President
____ Secretary
____ T reasurer
Founded in 1947, ADO was recognized officially by the Univers­
ity in 1948. “UB’s most progressive fraternity,” its motto. “Peace, 
Fraternity, and Justice” are the words for the Rebels.
Its annual First Niter Dance after Campus Thunder, its pledges 
dressed in Confederate garb and its farwell salute to its graduating 
members “The Hail and Farewell” are highlights of the Social 
Season.
The fraternity devotes much of its time to intramural sports and 
various charity work, besides being active in many organizations 
on campus.
A small fraternity by choice, its brothers are never the less 
chosen from diversified fields of study at the University:
SIGMA LAMBDA CHI
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First Row, Left to Right: Hal Nevins, Harry Nigro, Murray Pruess. Nick Panuzio. Dave Barr, 
Murray Kline, Jerry Lepac. Second Row: Stan Hutkin, Don Lurie, Dennis Karlin, Wally Shapiro, Sam 
Goldberg. Gene Marsh, George Rahanius. Third Row: Joel Cohen, Howie Bader, Bobby Frayenhauffer. 
Arthur Kuceck, Bert Siegal, Charlie Dowd, Larry Levow, Marty Schwartz, Jerry Dunn. Missing from 
photo: Joe Campolong, Fred Fiorella.
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OFFICERS
_____President
_Vice President 
________Secretary
_______T reasurer
Recording Scribe
_____ _ .Advisor
_________Advisor
Nick Panuzio
Dave Barr__
Joe Campolong 
Murray Pruess 
Fred Fiorella .. 
John McKeon 
George Stanley
i
Sigma Lambda Chi; founded on the principles of scholarship, 
fellowship, and brotherhood, was organized in the fall of 1950. 
Since its inception, it has encouraged integrity, loyalty and fraternity, 
regardless of race or creed.
Advocating leadership and responsibility in the interest of the 
University, members of Sigma Lambda Chi have been associated 
through participation in. extra-curricular activities with the admin- 
‘ the integral growth of the University-of Bridgeport.
Sigma LambdavCW has established several precedents which have 
become traditional at-the University Straw, hotted, bowtied pledges 
seen twice a year and the annual “April Rendevous affair, one of 
the highlights of the sociaF year, are synonymous with Sigma 
Lambda Chi.
istration m
UPSILON BETA SIGMA
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First Row, Left to Right: Donald Raymond, Dr. Norman Reid, Anatole Colbert. Second Row: 
Robert King, Richard Fahy, Maurice Bennett, Haym Rabinovitz. Missing from photo: Robert Cox, 
Richard Hodge.
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OFFICERS_
Anatole Colbert 
Donald Raymond
Robert King____
Haym Rabinovitz 
Dr. Norman Reid
------- President
Vice President
------- Secretary
------- Treasurer
---------- Advisor
Upsilon Beta Sigma, formerly known as the United Brotherhood 
Society, was formed in February of 1949 by a group of students 
interested in furthering interracial and interreligious brotherhood 
on campus. It became a recognized fraternity in November of 1951.
In fulfilling their initial goal, the members of Upsilon Beta 
Sigma have in the past sponsored several lectures, whose themes 
were related to better brotherhood.
All the members have given much extar time to make U.B.S. 
one of the most progressive fraternities on campus. The holding of 
many informal parties has well illustrated that Upsilon Beta Sigma 
is on its way to being a highly rated organization.
i
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SIGMA OMICRON SIGMA
Front Row, Left to Right: J. Richard Carle, Robert Siebert, Robert Kleist, Marvin Kushnick. 
Michael Fastoso. Second Row: Ronald Rinko, Terrence Johanesen, Micheal Gwirtzman, Howard Sha­
piro, Al Stein, Sheldon Glago, Morton Abramson, Alphonse J. Sherman. Third Row: Arnold Miller. 
Gordon Cochrane, Joel Rosenfeld, Dave DeTuccio, Robert Finegold. Missing from photo: Jack Reichel.
OFFICERS
Robert C. Kleist __
Robert H. Sievert__
Marvin Kushnick__
Michael A. Fastoso _ 
J. Richard Carle __ 
Alphonse J. Sherman
_____President
-Vice President
_____ Secretary
__ Treasurer
______ Equerry
_______Advisor
■
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From 1953, when its constitution was approved, to the present
date Sigma Omicron Sigma Fraternity has moved towards becoming 
one of the leading fraternities on campus. Stressing close ties in 
the fraternity itself, the fraternity has lent itself to small pledge 
classes and has achieved the ultimate in brotherhood. The fraternity 
looks forward to many successful affairs, sponsors the “Snowflake 
Queen” contest for the Christmas Ball, and also awards a trophy to 
U.B.’s most valuable athlete late in the Spring.
;
CHI SIGMA DELTA
First Row, Left to Right: Carolyn Brennan, Enid Klausen, Lynn Chick, Jan Fine. Second Row: 
Joan Lebowitz, Bobbi Warner, Roberta Aronson, Barbara Sononfeld, Ruth Nodland, Nancy Hal 
Myrna Kiosk, Shirley Miller, Anita McEnteggart, Elaine Quagliavoli, Roberta Ross, Joann Mazzalupc. 
Third Row: Maxine Rosenholtz, Rhoda Werner, Janet Forbes, Harriet Grossman, Gail Berman, Elaine
Melnick, Barbara Minzter, Diane Jacobson.
OFFICERS
Enid Claussen _President
Lynn Chick Vice President
Jan Fine Recording, Secretary
Carolyn Brennan Corresponding Secretary
Lois Bloemeke Treasurer
Mrs. Charles Spiltoir _ Advisor
The newest sororit) on campus, Chi Sigma Delta had its charter
accepted in February, 1955.
Founded to promote charity, scholarship, and fellowship among 
all students irrespective of race, color or creed, Chi Sigma Delta de­
notes Joy, Wisdom, and Justice.
This year the major task of the pledges was to collect money 
for the Flood Relief Fund.
The annual tradition of the Parent-Faculty tea was established to
promote closer ties between sisters and faculty.
The Winter Wonderland dance held in the middle of January 
the big event of the social calendar.
was
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First Row, Left to Right: June Bertram, Nick Panuzio, David Barr, Bert Siegal, Roberta Aronson. 
Second Row: Harold Nevins, Elise Wolff, Dave Marks, Teddi Rosenberg, Bette Weber, Saul Gold 
wasser, Judy Carr, Jan Fine. Third Row: Michael Fastoso. Wes Hobby, Sam Goldberg. Robert Muncie, 
Bernie Milove.
OFFICERS
____ President
Vice President
Dave Barr 
Nick Panuzio 
June Bartram Recording Secretary 
Roberta Aronson Corresponding Secretary 
Bert Siegal 
Floyd Brewer ._
William DeSiero
__ Treasurer
Faculty Adviser 
.Faculty Adviser
Elected by the student body, the Student Council 
is dedicated to the ideals and principles of the form 
of government under which we live as American citi­
zens. In seeking to promote good citizenship and 
democratic fellowship, student government formally 
known as the Student Council, gives students the ex­
perience of active participation in government pro­
cedure and further develops in each student, a sense 
of personal responsibility for the welfare of the uni­
versity community of which he is an integral part.
The powers of Council are legislative, executive 
and judicial. Its decisions are final unless vetoed by 
the President of the University within two weeks after 
having been passed.
Tree planting ceremony on tenth Anniversary of United Nations sponsored by Student Council.
Left to Right: June Bertram, Nick Panuzio, Dave Barr, Bert Siegel, Roberta Aronson.
Council President Dave Barr presents a copy of an 
old photo of Barnum’s Marina to Mrs. Elizabeth Bamum 
Seeley, curator of the Barnum Museum in Bridgeport. Mrs. 
Seeley, who saw the picture in The Scribe, is using the photo 
as part of the display on the life of P.T. Barnum when he 
owned Marina.
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First Row, Left to Right: Howard Boone Jacobson, Advisor; Howard Broder, Editor; Dick Handler, 
Advertising Manager. Second Row: Mona Schwartz, Murray Pruess, News Editor; Roberta Aronson, 
Larry Babich, Sports Editor; Nick Panuzio, Advisory Council; Shirley Miller, Sandy Hink, Harry Nigro. 
Third Row: Teddi Rosenburg, Don Lurie, Bill Wright, Feature Editor; Charlie Anderson, Managing 
Editor; Roberta Brown.
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_____________ Editor
__ Business Manager
_______Advisor
Howard Broder ....._
Jack Martin ... _____
Howard B. Jacobson . 
Nick Panuzio ______ Student Council
EDITORIAL BOARD
______  -Managing Editor
______________ News Editor
___________ Feature Editor
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______ Advertising Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Charles Anderson 
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Bill Wright------
Larry Babich — 
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Ivan Schaffel —
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Business Manager, Jack 
Marlin, and assistant Ivan 
Schaffel go over the books.
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I
News Editor Murray Pruess 
shows typist Shirley Miller 
what to do with a story.
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■ " li■;!i:m■]-. and once again exlra-curricular acti- 
imi I,, in. One of the major topics of discussion on 
rampus was the first place award given to the ’55 
V\ istarian in the Columbia Yearbook Exhibition.
the coffee urns in Alumni, registration, and the Wis- 
tarian deadline.
The motley crew which assembled spasmodically 
in the Wistarian Office (Student Council’s broom 
closet or the “Black Hole of Calcutta”; would like 
to thank those people whose aid (above and beyond 
the call of duty) proved (beyond the shadow of a 
doubt) invaluable. (What can I tell you?)
Teri Paston, Shirley Miller, Steve Tolkin, June 
Bartram, Mimi Frankel, Jan Fine, Taffy Kropf, Len­
ny Schneider, Barbara Boyce, Kathy Sullivan, Ed 
Shomsky. Betty Stauffer, Vic Muniec, Ed Hanowitt, 
and Frank.
Bill Dalv, Editor-in-Chief, began his search for 
talent in early fall of ’55. With Charles Bristol, Man­
aging Editor, and Steve Tolkin as Feature Editor, the 
book began. Dick Handler was named Lay-Out Editor 
and Jim Murphy signed on as Assistant Feature Edi­
tor during those early months.
The group began to occupy the Wistarian office, 
otherwise known as the “Black Hole of Calcutta.” 
Ably assisted by two very charming and competent 
typists, Judy Andres and Norma Buck, the “brain- 
trust” carried on.
Locked away in their third floor garret, the staff 
spent many long and arduous hours preparing your 
yearbook. On numerous occasions we were visited by 
Mr. Victor H. O’Neill, our publisher, through whose 
guidance the yearbook steadily progressed.
With February came snow, rain, sleet, hail, mud, 
a new deck of pinochle cards, the annual cleaning 
of the tap pipes at the club, the annual cleaning of
Managing Editor, Charles Bristol, and Lay-Out Editor, Dick 
Handler, lay out a picture.
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the "Black Hole of Calcutta," left to right, Jim Murphy, Judy Andres. Charlie Bristol, Norma
Buck,, and Bill "the brains" Daly make like they's working.
This is "Photo by DAKA" 
Danny Katz.
Ill
Sports Editor, Shorty Lacy
GOD ABOVE ALL .■:.
V
Formerly know as the Protestant Organiza­
tion. the Christian Association is comprised of 
students who meet for worship, discussion, and 
service. Under the advisorship of Dr. Ralph 
Pickett and Chauncev I.. Fish, the president this 
year was Judy Carr.
With the intention of furthering Christian 
education and ideals, the group has as its motto, 
“Our aim is to know God, thereby better know­
ing ourselves.
With a hearty greeting of “Shalom Chav- 
erim” (Welcome friends) the Hillel Organiza­
tion began a banner year. The jewish community 
at the university, Hillel seeks to meet the cultu­
ral, social and intellectual needs of the students. 
The group received national recognition in the 
form of a charter granted by their sponsor, B’nai 
Brith.
Under the leadership of Norman Shimelman, 
President, the group sponsored many Bagels and 
Lox brunches, a Chanukah “latka” party and 
discussion seminars. The organization attempts 
lo promote brotherhood and understanding 
amongst all men.
A club of Catholic culture and Catholic fel­
lowship named in honor of Cardinal John Henry 
Newman, the Newman Club is under the guid­
ance of Chaplain Father John J. McGough and 
faculty advisor, Albion Doe.
Attempting to provide for the spiritual cul­
tural and social welfare of the student, the group 
holds an annual retreat, discussion periods with 
guest speakers, and refreshments. The group 
may attribute their tremendoci growth to hard 
work and sincere effort throughout the year.
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First Row: John Mortimer, Rev. Eastman, Judy Carr. Second Row: Rudy Gismonde, Kemp 
Batchelor, Bob Brotherton, Ruth Beckman, LeRoy Holman, Dick Shephard, Madelyn Pugh.
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First Row, Left to Right: Adelo Berman, Paula Gordon, Sandra Strauss, Allen Merinoff. Second 
Row: Robert Aronson, Shirley Miller, Barbara Minster, Marilyn Alcon, Roberta Ross, Sheila Hoffman, 
Jan Fine, Barbara Sannenfurl. Third Row: Harriet Grossman. Paul Stravitz, Warren Katz, Eddie 
Shomufsky, Nan Newman, Joan Lebowitz.
First Row, Left to Right: Jo Cassarino, Jo Mazzalupo, Maryanne Cupo, Carolyn Brennan, Harry 
Peters, Marcella Cacciopoli, Anita McEntegart, Dorothy Murphy, Lee Grimes. Second Row: Jean 
Emond, Joan Telerico, Pauline Sorel, B. J. Thompson, Jim Profetto, Joe Borek, Walt Faherty, Joan 
Longo, Carol Denalshy, Olga Del a Victoria, Dolores Kulokowski, Elaine Quagliaroli. Third Row: Dave 
Quagliozzi, John Daniek, Don Renten, Jim Castle, Dick Whitcomb, Dave Gamin, Ralph Carbone, 
Walt Welker, Herby Rudolph.
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION1 ;
The Women's Athletic Association sponsors a 
varied intra-mural program for all women students. 
Any girl who is interested may participate in any acti­
vity of her choice and also select the team of her 
choice.
The Women’s Athletic Association awards two 
traveling trophies—the Challenge Trophy, which is 
presented to the team that has won the most number of 
activities during the year, and the Participation Tro­
phy, which is awarded to the organization, hall, or 
sorority that has had the most number of people parti­
cipate throughout the year.
A point system also went into effect, giving the in­
dividual girl an opportunity to obtain an intra-mural 
or varsity sweater.
With the new gymnasium, the Women’s Athletic 
Association will augment the number of activities it 
offers. The tentative calendar for the remainder of the 
year includes tennis and softball tournaments April 
through May, College Sports Day on May 12, and 
the Women’s Athletic Association Banquet May 17,
t
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OFFICERS
Marianne Lacy 
Eleanor Persip 
Judy Carr__
------President
Vice President
------Secretary
Marilyn Johnson----- Corresponding Sec.
Louise Sabo ----------------------- Treasurer
Alda Garofalo --------------------Historian
Mary Healy ----------- Publicity Manager
Catherine Yocum ___ __________Advisor
DEBATING SOCIETY
The function of the society 
is to provide an instrument 
through which the students can 
further their speaking abilities. 
The society also serves as a 
media of information regard­
ing the controversial topics of 
our society.
Debates with the leading col­
leges and universities of this 
and other areas have reflected 
credit upon the members of the 
society and the University. We 
have been victorious over such 
institutions as Fairfield U.. 
New Haven State Teachers. 
Wesleyen. Trinity, and West 
Point.
OFFICERS
Ed Ramos 
Joe Schlach' 
At Jones 
Mr. Bank^
President 
I)ch/i!•' (Chairman 
Secretary 
Advisor
Seated: Donald Umlauf. Ed Ramus, Joe Schlachter. Standing: Pete Rendflash, Linda Hersh, 
Wilson Fogarty, Edward Schwartz. Missing from photo: Bob DeAndrea. Mr. Banks, Advisor, Dick 
DeCapria, Al Jones. Lionel Orr.
POLITICAL RELATIONS FORUM
The Political Relations For­
um is an organization which is 
composed of those individual 
students who are interested in 
a knowledge of governmental 
structure, electoral procedure, 
and political activity at local, 
state, national, and internation­
al levels.
The highlight of the Politi­
cal Relations Forum calender 
is attendance at the Connecti­
cut Intercollegiate Student Leg­
islature in Hartford. The 
C.I.S.L. is made up of eigh­
teen member colleges from the 
state of Connecticut.
The Forum initiates Bridge­
port Day during the spring se­
mester. At this time the stu­
dents take over the municipal 
offices of the city for a day. 
The offices are filled by stu­
dents elected by the general 
student body.
OFFICERS
____President
Vice President
____ Secretary
____Treasurer
Marion Sussman „Corresponding 
Secretary
Fred Fiorella . 
Ed Ramos 
Ed DiNike 
Bob D’Andrea
First Row, left to Right: Ed LeNike, Robert D'Andrea. Fred Fiorella, Ed Ramos, Marian Sussman. 
Second Row: Alda Garafalo, Judy Carr, Delight Weaver. Clare Ripley, Bert Siegel. Nick Panuzio. 
Louise Sabo, Baldomar Ferreir, Lillian Novak, Janet Forbes. Third Row: Neil Ross. Anatole Colbert, 
Sal Mastranardo, Carl Siegel, Dave Barr.
)
h Comprised of Secretarial 
Students of the Weylister Sec­
retarial School of the Univer­
sity. the Pen and Keys Organi­
zation attempts to promote sis­
terhood among the future sec­
retaries. Social in scope, the 
group endeavors to keep up 
with the latest findings in their
!
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!• field.
I .President 
Vice President 
.Secretary 
__Treasurer
Oil I a Dela Victoria 
Marilyn Ridings .
Joan Miller
i. Kotimi . . -.
. i; I • i Brewster ._Advisor
I
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First Row: Bette Lamson, Marilyn Ridings, Barbara Fechtner. Second Row: Jessie Henderson, 
Judy Youman, Barbara White, Nancy Kirkel. Jeanne Anne Miller. Arlene Hardin, Pat McGoldrick. 
Ann Smith, Norma Buck, Noel Trischman, Cathy Herman.;
i
BETA ALPHA:SF
:
-jlfi
if Honorary Accounting frater­
nity. Beta Alpha was approved 
in September of 1948. Under 
the co-advisorship of Mr. Fran­
cis X. Di Leo and Mr. Austin 
G. Chapman; the group is not­
ed for its annual party, held 
this year at the home of Mr. 
Chapman during the Christmas 
season.
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Front Row: Ivan Schaffel, Mike Fastoso, Ralph True, Bob Symonds, James Dowling. Second 
Row: Dan Drevanik, Ed Raliski, Joe Warren, Joe Bolduc, Steve Sopko, Jerry Kennedy, Marion Sch­
wartz, Carol Casey, Katherine Krevak, Gary Adzima, Joseph Himmler, Sal Signor.
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alpha phi omega
Alpha Phi Omega, the only 
national fraternity on campus, 
crosses all lines of honorary, 
social, and professional fratern­
ities. Because of this, all mem­
bers of other campus organi­
zations may also he active in 
\lpha Phi Omega. This fratern­
ity is not in competition with 
other campus groups: on the 
contrary, it seeks the coopera­
tion of other organizations 
while at the same time main­
taining its independence and in­
dividual dignity.
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George Saranirh 
Joseph R. Kraynak 
Roger Power^
President
I ire President
:Secretory
■Ralph T Treasurermi'
'
Gerald Elovii, 
Dr. John Ra" i 
Mr. Victor v.
'it Arms ;
■I d visor
Advisor
First Row, Left to Right: Pete Peschke. Roger Powers Joe Kraynak George Saranich IRalph 
True Saul Goldwasser, Gary Adzima. Second Row: Philip Bush, Armand Canta.io. Dick Bock. Ken 
Mathews, Jr., Ralph G. Okrepkie. Arthur Altman. Gerald Elov.tz.
Pi Delta Epsilon is the honorary 
journalism fraternity and the old­
est national fraternity on campus. 
Organized at Syracuse University- 
in 1909 to honor outstanding lead­
ers of campus publications, it was 
intended to be to collegiate jour­
nalism what Phi Beta Kappa is to 
scholarship.
The University of Bridgeport's 
chapter of Pi Delta, in conjunction 
with the editorial staff of the 
Scribe, sponsors the Annual Journ­
alism Workshop which is designed 
to aid and instruct high school 
journalists. It also sponsors the 
Annual Publications Dinner to 
honor outstanding campus leaders 
for their contributions to the L^ni- 
versity.
The work of Pi Delta is edu­
cational in that it strives to teach 
the ethics, technique, and mechan­
ics of collegiate journalism. It 
guides and instructs and has been 
nicknamed the “Watchdog of 
Campus Publications”.
Among the brothers of Pi Delta 
Epsilon are many famous names 
in the fields of journalism and 
public relations. Pi Delta Epsilon 
takes its members from the var­
ious publications on campus as 
well as choosing honorary mem­
bers each year from the various 
journalistic outlets of the city and 
state. No higher honor than mem­
bership in Pi Delta Epsilon can 
be attained by any editor or staff 
member of a U.B. publication.
Richard Handler 
Howard Broder 
Ken Hawman Secretary-Treasurer 
Victor Muniec
PI DELTA EPSILON
----- President
Vice-President
Advisor. xutxs kson
Gary Singer, Ken Hawman. 117
SOCIOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
With the purpose of promot­
ing sociological interests in 
combining classroom theory 
with first hand experience in 
community affairs which are 
related to the field of sociology. 
I he 1955-56 school year was an 
active one for the Colloquium, 
with several ethnic dinners, 
field trips to various institu­
tions of sociological interest in 
the state.
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: ___President
Vice President
____ Secretary
____Treasurer
Sam Goldberg 
Hal .Wvuns1
Davi
Arthur Kuchuk 
Dr. J. 5. R.>m:ok ______ Adviser
V anim:I
! _____ AdviserProf. \. Kn< pier __
First Row, Left to Right: Carl Siega!, Dr. Abraham Knepler, Sam Goldberg, Hal Nevins, Dave 
Ganim. Second Row: Ed Schwartz, Murry Pruess, Dave Barr, Fred Fiorella. Bob Siebert.
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PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
The Psychological Society is 
an organization established to 
stimulate and improve research, 
instruction, and discussion, 
and to encourage cooperative 
activities in the University and 
the community in the scientific 
study of Psychology. All who 
are interested in the field are 
invited to participate. Each 
year the Society plans many in­
teresting field trips and inform­
al lecture-discussion sessions.
m
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President Howard Bader
Vice President---- Richard Shelby
Cor. Secretary __Marilyn Demotses 
Rer. Secretary-Treas. __Joan Spiegai
First Row: Dr. Kenneth Chandler, Marilyn Demotses, Howard Bader, Roxie Demirjian. Standing 
Madelyn Pugh. Laura Altrowitz, Ann Masaitis, Richard Lee.
:
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SOCIETY
The Industrial Design Soci­
ety was organized in 1952 to 
promote the professional and 
social resources of the Indust­
rial Design Department and the 
students.
In 1954 the first annual I.D. 
convocation was held under the 
sponsorship of the I.D. depart­
ment and the society.
Much of the work of the 
society is done in Norseman 
Hall, where the I.D. society 
members spend their time 
studying, drawing, working 
clay models, and in general 
training themselves to be the 
future leaders in their field.
on
OFFICERS 
James McVicar 
Bill Kimball 
Walter Ignatowich 
Mr. Weber
President 
ii e-President 
Secretary 
Faculty Advisor
First Row, Left to Right: Kenneth Wilkes, Walter Ignatowich, James McVicar. William Kimball, Mr. 
Weber. Second Row: Emanuel Blosio, Henry Leong, Dave Parker, Jack Hamilton, Carl Peterson, Bob 
Stehle, Barry Kickline, Ronald Schelmetic, David Dietz, Joe Bacevycius, Jay Fisher. Third Row: Wil­
liam Hrozenchik, Walter Hrozenchik, Lawrence Conti, Donald Mclntyric, Dona'ld Woodruff, Alphonse 
Marra, John Rapillo.
PHI OMICRON UPSILON
Chartered in 1950 by the 
first graduating class of the 
Fones School of Dental Hy­
giene, Phi Omicron Upsilon is 
a service sorority, promoting 
sisterhood and unity among the 
students of the Dental Hygiene 
Department. Open to all mem­
bers of the Fones school, the 
sorority sponsors affairs and 
professional speakers. The 
group is comprised of approxi­
mately 55 members, who are 
dedicating their futures to the 
dental profession. With Mrs. 
Beverly Howard as advisor, the 
one of the most ac-group was 
tive on campus this year.
OFFICERS
President
Jean Edmond _____Vice-President
Lynn Collins __Recording Secretary
Marilyn Wilson-----Cor. Secretary
Anita McEnteggart -----Treasurer
Mrs. Beverly Howard ---- Advisor
Adele Adelman
First'Row, Left to Right: Marilyn Wilson, Anita McEnteggart, Adele Adelman. Jean Emond. Lynn 
Collins. Second Row: Sheila Hoffman, Peggy Simmons. Carolyn Brennan, Linda Peterson, Dorothy 
Murphy, Roberta Ross, Carol Denalsky, Dolores Kulakowski, Elaine Quagliaroli, Carol Dame, Pat 
Shelter, Bobbi Kaplan. Third Row: Joann Mazzalupo, B. J. Thompson, Nan Newman, Nancy Hall. 
Gail Berman, Rita Locker, Cynthia Mirsky, Pauline Sorel.
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NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
The University of Bridgeport 
chartered member of theis a
National Student Association. 
The United States National Stu­
dent Association, formed in 
1047, is a non-political, non­
sectarian organization of more 
than 330 democratically-elected 
student governments of Ameri­
can colleges and universities. 
National Student Association 
represents more than 800,000 
American students and has won 
representation on the United 
States National Commission for
UNESCO.
OFFICERS
_ Co-coordinator 
_Co-coordinator 
Faculty Advisor
June Rartrani 
Bernard Milove 
William DeSiero
organized in the fall of 1949 as 
an honorary student-alumni dra­
matic fraternity of the University 
of Bridgeport. Its purpose is to 
reward those who faithfully parti­
cipate in the dramatic productions 
and activities of the Office of 
Campus Productions of the Uni­
versity of Bridgeport by inviting 
them to membership in which they 
can participate during and after 
their undergraduate years.
The official year of the Knights 
starts with its annual Freshman 
show presented during Freshman 
week for the incoming Freshman, 
and ends with the installation of 
new officers in May. During the 
interim the Knights keep occupied 
with a full and varied program of 
social, dramatic, civic, and frater­
nal activities.
The Knights sponsor an annual 
Campus Thunder from active roles 
on stage to the technical and busi­
ness phases behind the scenes.
Leo Muldoon . 
James Quigley 
Dolores Ludka 
John Micka _
Bert Arthur__
Gary Singer__
Albert Dickason
---------- President
— Vice President
---------- Secretary
---------- Treasurer
Alumni Secretary 
—Parliamentairan 
---- Grand Knight
-
E
Seated: Al Dickason, Dolores Ludka, Leo Muldoon, John Micka. Standing: Geraldine Bennett. 
John Reed, Frank Jawoisz, Edward Morrison. Missing from photo: James Quigley, Yolanda Delmore. 
Bert Arthur, Robert Middlemass, William Bartlett, Gary Singer, Don Garbelnick, Al Zavadsky, Marcia 
Robinson, Frank Castellucci. Roger Vars.
I A CAPPELLA CHOIR
Popular on many college 
campuses, A Cappella choir 
singing is the informal “string 
quartet” type of vocal ensem­
ble. A continuation of an ex­
periment started at the Uni­
versity, the present A Cappella 
■ Choir singers are co-operative, 
effective, and delightful to the 
ear. With Mr. Earl Sauerwein
acting as director and organ­
izer the A Cappella Choir per- 
I formed at the Christmas Page­
ant, through out Bridgeport, 
and visited high -rhoolsmam
in surrounding areas.
First Row. left to Right: Owen Kroeger. Rita Riley. Barbara Bloom, Helen Hirschberg, Edward 
Leach. Second Row: Stuart Plotnick. Jeanette DiBiase, Rhoda Schaeffer, Edith Hofferman. Leslie 
Klein. Third Row: Andrew McKenzie, Paul Allen, George Clifford.
BAND
The U.B. Band was organ­
ized in the fall of 1949 by Mr. 
John C. Worley and has attain­
ed maturity under the leader­
ship of Mr. Earl Sauerwein. It 
has performed at all varsity 
football games and varied cam­
pus activities. The Band has 
appeared in annual concert per­
formances at the Klein Memor­
ial auditorium.
First Row. Left to Right: Donald Costello. Roberta Ross. Leonard Gendell. Florence Catterson. 
Joe Laport, Richard Zarons. Donald Therrieu. Second Row: Richard Freeman. Catherine Connors. 
Richard Hamlin, David Detuccio, John Middlemass, Marilyn Pearlman, Frank Dulin, William Perrimen. 
Helen Herschberg, Charles Yale. Arnold Frost, Mike Devivo. Third Row: Barbara Jennings. Elaine 
Weisman. Florene Hanson. William Wormwood. John Harris, Barbara Thompson. Richard Bock. 
Howard Cole, Gail Kaufman, Barbara Minster. 121
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
The Society for the Advance­
ment of Management is com­
prised of Industrial Relations, 
Marketing, Accounting, and In­
dustrial Engineering students. 
The group conducts a program 
of lectures, group discussions 
plant visitations and conferen­
ces to supplement their studies 
of the principles of modern 
scientific management.
OFFICERS
___  President
Vice President
___ Secretary
_ Treasurer
Ronald Rink" 
Wesley Sanislo - 
Jack Dicier 
Peter la-'-o^na 
Mr. Albion Doe A d visor
First Row, Left to Right: Mark Scheinbart, Jim Protetto, Dr. Fields. Maryann Lacy, Stan Roman, 
Jerry McDougal. Second Row: Norman Schimme'man, Mary Healy, Mary Jo Torrence, Barbara Steiner, 
Gary Engler. Harry Peters, Ray Russo, Dick Fresolene. Bob Mark, Carolyn Pevety, Ed Hall.
ARNOLD MAJORS
Aimed at all students who 
are interested in furthering the 
aims and interests of physical 
education, the Arnold Majors 
are comprised of majors and 
interested parties within the 
field. Dr. David A. Field and 
Coach Walter Kondratavich 
served as group advisors to one 
of the largest and most active 
groups on campus this year.
122 Shown are Peter Pesceke, Wes Sanislo. Edward Stanzis, John Turk, and Ken Matthews. Left 
William Newman, Underwood Budget Coordinator, points out the mechanical features of a business 
machine operated by Guy Montanaro.
rear:
!ALONG PARK PLACE
Every Thursday night at ten, 
those who were fortunate 
enough to have their radios 
tuned to 1450 hear “Along 
Park Place.” Audrey Thilo and 
Bernie Frank present recorded 
music, campus chatter, some of 
U.B.’s most interesting person­
alities and the weekly calendar.
• ssr<n>
1450 MACTY LUKEI..
Pri. Feb.3r
In Conjuncfion wilfi Opening R ^
/ Druuv Aa(\T\ikkf Y
ENGINEERING SOCIETYBIOLOGY SOCIETY
Founded for the purpose of advancing and diseminat- 
ing knowledge of the theories and practices of Engineer­
ing, the Society attempts to present a proper perspective 
of engineering work.
Lectures, films, and tours to local industry plants, 
supplement theories obtained in the classroom. Fellow­
ship was integrated by various social functions through­
out the year. A strictly stag banquet was
The purpose of the Biology Society is to further in­
terest in the biological sciences bv a program of an 
educational and social nature, incorporating work in 
Biology, Chemistry and other related fields. Membership 
is limited to students of the natural sciences. A news­
paper, the Purple Probe, is published annually.
held in the fall.
USHERS GUILDFUTURE TEACHERS
The University of Bridgeport sponsors many a grand 
program. What makes the programs even more enjoyable 
is the courteous and friendly attitude of the many ushers. 
These attractive females serve at all University programs 
and do a wonderful job.
The Future Teachers ot America are comprised of 
students who are preparing for a career in the teaching 
profession, and those who hold a college degree but are 
working for a masters degree in education.
The objectives of this organization are to introduce 
the prospective teacher to the aims and objectives of edu­
cation by participating in student confabs at various 
colleges throughout the state, attending professional 
ventions and hearing guest speakers who 
the profession.
con- 
are members of
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Residence Halls
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LINDEN HALL
First Row, Left to Right: Lynn Schepps, Joan LieboAntz, Mona Schwartz. Barbara Sonnenfeld. Second Row: 
Judy Elias, Fran Crystal, Maryanne Cupo, Peggy Simmons, Harriet Grossman, Sue Levin, Rhode Nash. Third 
Row: Sandy Hinck, Marilyn Alcon, Bernice Rogozinski, Shirley Miller, Mary Martin, Carolyn Pevetty, Eleanor 
Persip, Marcelle Caccioppoli. Rear Row: Myrna Kiosk, Carolyn Brennan, Maryanne Lacy, Jocelyne Poisson. 
Missing from photo: Maxine Rosenholtz. Mrs. Marion Lunn, house counselor.
OFFICERS
President
Pice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Peggy Simmons 
Maxine Rosenholtz 
Hariet Grossman
Maryann Cupo 
Myrna Kiosk
Fran Crystal
“How nowbrown dog”. With a daschound as its 
mascot. 24 of the zanniest upperclassmen resided here. 
Mrs. Marion Lunn was dorm mother, ready with a 
supply of “no-doze” pills and gizzmos. Organized its 
own Shakesperian theater. Held bridge tournaments.
!
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MARINA HALL
Front to Rear, Left to Right: Joe Prasad, Ken Mathews, Dick Bennett, Den Woodruff, Art Pier, Joe Com- 
muna!e, Chico Penna, Frank Cobb, Ray Braun, Charles Yale, Panco Willson, Frank Cavender, Don Raymond, 
Biil Barstow, Ralph Carbone, Jerry Davis, John Denials, Jim O Hara, Steve Rifkin, James Badami, Bill Springer.
OFFICERS
_______ President
_____Vice President
.Secretary-T reasurer
Joe Schlacter 
Lew Alpert .. 
Chico Penna
Food and fun and hi fi’s. P.T. Barnum and Tom 
Thumb once lived here too. Hot Rod Badame, Mr. 
U.B. Joe Communale and the three Marina chefs, are 
just a few of the celebrities who now inhabit the 
estate.
MILFORD HALL
;
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Front Row, Left to Right: Barbara Stiener, Joan Morin, Linda Hirsch, Sandra Werner, Bernice Kmiec. Sec­
ond Row: Elaine Melnik, Janet Forbes, Marion SussmaT, Darlene Tritt, Ethel Culf. Rear Row: Carol Dame, 
Lois Blomeke, Marlene Fleet, Lois Mintz, Adele Shriber, Sylvia Fleet Missing from photo: Enid Clausen, Miss 
Virginia Moran—House Counselor.
OFFICERS
_______President
_Vice-President
_______Secretary
______ Treasurer
_Social Activities 
Social Activities
Elaine Melnik 
Janet Forbes 
Ruby Newton 
Bernice Kmiec 
Linda Hirsch _ 
Joan Morin __
- Comfey and cozy Milford rang with love & laughter 
this year. Chi Sigma Delta’s Prexv Enid Clausen 
lived here, as well as a bevy of Miss Moran’s Charges.
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PARK HALL
First Row, Left to Right: Ann Frankel, Barbara Bloom. Diane Tyznik, Mary Jo Torrence. Ann Barbuur. Sec­
ond Row: Jan Fine, Jeri Sheslow, Bette Lamson, Arlene Breenbaum, Roz Rozzaro, Shirley Glover, Phyliss Saun­
ders., Joam Watchmaker. Jo Del Grasso. Third Row: Mitzi Vass. Pat Madison, Rosalie Printz, Carolyn Dallavalle. 
Roberta Brown, Lynn Chick, Marilyn Green, Valerie Burns. Gail Berman, Taffy Tafler, Ann Carlin. Missing from 
nhoto: Nancy Weiss, Mary Ann Cucchia, Selma Snick. Fourth Row: Barbara Boyce, Sandy Klein, Judy Youman. 
Nancy Kirmayer. Roberta Rabishaw, Nancy Hall. Fifth Row: Taffy Krope, Barbara Renner.
PresidentBettianne Fish
_ _ Vice PresidentEva Bernstein
. _ _Secretary-T reasurerBlossom Kessel
With Coach and Mrs. Clines as proctors, 30 Fresh- 
girls lived in this congeniel atmosphere. Among 
them was Bettyanne Fisch, Pi Omega Chi’s Fraternity 
Sweetheart.
man
First Row, Left to Right: Ann Frankel, Barbara Bloom, Diane Tyznik, Mary Jo Torrence, Ann Barbuur. Sec­
ond Row: Jan Fine, Jer! Sheslow, Bette Lamson. Arlene Breenbaum, Roz Rozzaro, Shirley Glover, Phyliss Sa ' 
ders., Joam Watchmaker, Jo Del Grasso. Third Row: Mitzi Vass, Pat Madison, Rosalie Printz, Carolyn Dallavalle, 
Roberta Brown. Lynn Chick. Marilyn Green, Valerie Buns, Gail Berman, Taffy Tafler, Ann Carlin. Missing from 
ohoto: Nancy Weiss, Mary Ann Cucchia, Selma Snick. Fourth Row: Barbara Boyce, Sandy Klein, Judy Youman 
Nancy Kirmayer, Roberta Rabishaw, Nancy Hall. Fifth Row: Taffy Krope, Barbara Renner.
OFFICERS
Roz Razaro ____
Arline Breenbaum
Bette Lamson __
Shirley Glover__
Mary Ann Cucchia 
Taffy Krope . _ ___
________President
__ Vice-President
_______ Secretary
_______ Treasurer
_________ Welfare
Sergeant at Arms
Refreshing & sweet Barbara Balzano was prexy of 
this Freshman dorm with 4 upperclassmen as sponsers, 
Chicky, Jan, Gail, & Nancy, and Mrs. Lewis as dorm 
mother, Schiott enjoyed a happy & lively year.
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SEASIDE HALL
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Front Row, Left to Right: Kerin Browne, Sandra Ferry, Rhoda Werner, Elise Wolff, Jane Trattner, Joan 
Te'lcrico, Elaine (Puaqliorio, Barbara Goldberg. Second Row: Roberta Ross, Anita McEntaggert, Rona Kurtz, 
Bettyanne Eisenberg, Sharon Strauss. Rear Row: Judith Schwartz, Bette Weber, Patricia Janowski. Marilyn 
Case, Ann Merrill, Raynette Haywood, Olga DeLaVictoria. Missing from photo: Ruth Nodland. Mrs. Walter
Kondratovich—House Mother.I
OFFICERS
___________ President
_______ V ice-President
____________ Secretary
___________ Treasurer
____Social Activities
_____Social Activities
Elise Wolff
Jane Trettner
Joan Telerico____
Rhoda Werner __
Kerin Browne __
Ruth Nodland
Lead the campus in marriages an engagements. Beta 
Gamma’s President. Elise Wolf & Vice President Jane 
Trattner lived here. Coach & Mrs. Kay and daughter 
Lynn, called Seaside home along with 25 upperclass­
men.
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SOUTHPORT HALL
First Row, Left to Right: Phyllis Cherry, Lee Grimes. Sally Hubbell, Teddy Rosenberg. Second Row: Marge 
Meila, Gail Berman, Nan Hurwitz, Marilyn Blumerfield. Arlene Weiss. Third Row: Rhoda Shaeffer, Sugar Aron­
son, Carol Gross, Mrs. Carlisle. Fourth Row: Glenna Hurowitz, Joan Green, Virginia Wageman, Phyllis Gruler, 
Marcia Dunn, Marylin Feldman, Linda Feinbush. Fifth Row: Marcia Smith, Jan Bailey, Erline Russell, Harriet 
Green, Lory Rosenberg, Connie Bailey, Crit Herr, Lynn Ker:
Bette Lydsten ____
Sally Hubbell ____
Frances Rugenblick 
Theodora Rosenberg 
Grace Chaneritt __. 
Mrs. L. R. Carlisle _
_______ President
__ V ice-President
_______ Secretary
_______ Treasurer
Social Activities 
_______Counselor
Some of the cutest freshman called this house a 
home. Meatball, B.J., Sugar, and Bobbie were spon- 
sers. Girls shared their closets with a squirrel named 
Trebor.
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STAMFORD HALL i
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First Row, Left to Right: Marvin Lapidus, John Rapisardi, Bill Calahan, Leo Noon, Richard Bomini, How­
ard Levine, Ronald Green, Richard Horowitz. Second Row: Alfred Kuhn. William Seidler, Jin Kleiner, Bruce 
Doyle, Ed Kuhn, Paul Leach, Mrs. John McKeon, David Deep. John Aslan, Bill Baniale. Third Row: Richard 
Cipriani, Joel Einstein, Louis Cerqua, Joseph Restuccia, Bob Lenn. William Kouner, Richard McDermott.
|
Newest men’s dorm on campus. Ski enthusiasts, have their 
own basketball team. From this dorm sweet lips speak to you. 
President Ed Clark. House of the Continentals.
Ed Clark President
Joseph Restuccia 
Richard Horowitz_Secretary-Treasurer
Vice-President
-
I
i
LFirst Row: Ed Wakin, Bill Boldyga, Howie Abner, Herb Solomon, Doug Towers. Second Row: Tom Galionis, 
Bob Hockstram, Stan Solomon, Leon Harris, Loring Fluke, Ed Clark, Tony Brainard, John McKeon (Dorm Fath­
er). Third Row: Clarence McLeod, Pete DeGregorio, Lou Bruno, Irv Greenberg, Bill Wallis. Mel Zeiner, Ho- 
chung Lee, Roger Davis.
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STRATFORD HALL
Front Row, Left to Right: Corinne Oqlvie, Lynda Zahler, Lynn Scholkoff. Second Row: Heloisa Rc>cSue 
Portnoy. Doris Schwartz, Gail Kaufman, Katherine Bonaninnio, Elaine Weissman. Rear Row: Joyce Rimberg, 
Carole Pelinger. Barbara Cohen, Carol Henkin, Barbara K-’inster, Elynore Madelano. Marlene Rosenblum, 
Sheila Day, Judith Crane. Missing from photo: Delores Kulakov/ski, Mrs. Barbara Sideleau.
PresidentBarbara Minster
Vice-PresidentLynda Zahler__
SecretarySheila Day
TreasurerDoris Schwartz
Social ActivitiesDoris Schwartz
*5
lift
I —— f fConstituted many campus personalities, ie.: LyndaZahler, Snow Flake Queen. Campus Thunder’s Sue
Portnay. Newly-wed dorm proctor, Mrs. Sideleau,
called “mother” by 20 girls.was
ITRUMBULL HALL
First Row, Left to Right: Stu Plotnick, Dick Bock, Jay Fishier, Allen Isaacs. Dave Quagliozzi John Mortimer. 
Dave Stokes, Jack Rubensen. Third Row: Jim Ide, Mr. Sherman, Bob Newell. Herb Gruber, Jim Cassel, Jack 
Ryan, Dave Meyors, Dick Whitcomb. Otto Bruner. Pete Schwart. Third Row: Roqer Gills, Stanley Sanders. 
Paul Steiner, Andy Mitchell. Clare Caludio, Dick Seiner, A! West, Joe Staub. Fred Winehouse, Don Sarner.
OFFICERS
_ ___________ President
_______ Vice President
___ Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Barbara Feohtner _ 
Cynthia Mirsky __
Crit Herr___ _____
Bobbi Warner
Loyal U. B. fans, this men’s dorm led the school 
in Campus Spirit. Mr. A. Sherman and family proc­
ured this lively bunch.
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WILTON HALL
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Front Row, Loft to Right: Marie Onofrio, Joan Atwood. Wilma Jacobson Paula Menton, Merle Rifkm, 
Jeanne Miller. Rear Row: Jo Cartee, Lynn Collins, Elaine Luskin, Nancv Kurlcul. Ann Smith, Caryl Wa cr •• '
Dorothy Murphy. Mrs. Edith Decker. Missing from photo: Florence Rosner.
PresidentFlorence Rosner
Vice PresidentJoan Atwood
Nancy Kurkul Secretary
Nancy Kurkul Secretary-T reasurer
Social ActivitiesElaine Luskin
Thirteen girls and Mrs. Decker make a motley
crew, with most of the girls displaying New York
accents. Although the home of rock and roll, it
is the smallest doim on campus. Way down yonder
at the end of Park Place, friendly faces full of life
and laughter smiled to the tune of ‘‘No Not Much.”
Ii
Barbara Fechtner 
Nan Newman . 
Joannie Gathings __ 
Joan Spiegel ._ .
Lois Schwartz __
__ __President
_ _ Vice-President
__ Secretary
_ ___ Treasurer
Social Activities
I
r
I
Thirty of the “ommphiest” upperclassmen lived 
within these brick walls. Elaine Goodman ably assist­
ed Dr. Claire Fulcher as assistant residence counselor. 
The lucky numbers are 7’s.
m
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First Row, Left to Right: Peggy Simmons. Joann Mazzalupo, Carol Denalsky, Dr. C’aire Fulcher, Gail Berman, Barbara Fechtner, Cynthia 
Mirsky, Crit Herr, Bobbi Warner, Marian Sussman. Second Row: Marie Onofrio, Janet Forbes, Elaine Melnick, Elise Wolff. Teddi Rosenberg, 
Nan Newman, Jane Trattner, Barbara Steiner, Sally Hubbell, Maryann Cupo, Barbara Minster, Joan Atwood, Linda Zahler.
WOMEN S HOUSE GOVERNMENT
Barbara Fechtner 
Nan Newman . 
Joannie Gathings 
Joan Spiegel . .. 
Lois Schwartz_
_________ President
____V ice-President
_______  Secretary
________ Treasurer
Social Activities
Women’s House Government is an organization comprised of all resident women students, resi­
dence counselors, counselors of women and executive officers. The purpose is to unite these groups 
and to promote the welfare and development of it’s members and the University.
Women's House Government has sponsored various activities such as “Big Sisters” and sponsors 
in the freshman dorms. It has become an outstanding and important organization at U.B..
• i
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*Administration
L
HENRY W. LITTLEFIELD iJAMES HERRON HALSEY
President Vice-President
DEANS
Clarence D. L. Ropp 
College of Arts & ScienceDr. Arthur E. Trippensee College of EducationEarle M. Bicsbee Junior College of Connecticut Eaton V. W. Read 
College of Business 
A dm in istrationMartha P. Jayne College of Nursing
: i\
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1Be with me God, and help me win ... The contest of today ... But let 
me hear with humble heart ... The praises people say . . . Let me be perfect 
in my form ... And let each win be true . . .And let me take a certain pride 
... In everything I do .. . But fill my soul with honesty . . .And listen 
to my prayer . . . That every time / play the game ... I play it fair and 
square . . . Because the glory of this world . . . Can only last so long . . . 
And there is bound to be an end ... To every magic song ... And every 
victory I gain . . . Belongs at last to you . . . Because you give me all the 
strength ... To see each struggle through ....
It is with this thought in mind that University of Bridgeport athletes take 
the field to represent the school, the students, and themselves.
This attitude, if you can call it that, is what has led Jim Davins, shown 
the opposite page, to his position of First String All-American on the 
National College Athletic Association Soccer Team.
It is with this thought in mind that we present the athletes of today — 
the leaders of tomorrow.
;
!
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First Row, Left to Right: Diclc Fresolone. Al Bedford, Sam Bernstein, Ed Hall, Frank Aloi. Second 
Row: Harry Peters, Ed Shumofsky, Gordy Cochrane, Larry Babich. Mark Scheinbart. Bernie Milove. 
Howie Bader, Mark Winick, Dan Katz.
VARSITY "B" CLUB
____ President.
Vice President
____ Secretary
____Treasurer
Howie Boder, Richard Shelby __Corresponding Sec. 
Coach John McKeon 
Coach Herbert Glines
Samuel Bernstein _
Richard Cipriani___
Marvin McAllister _
■
Eddy Hall
Advisor =
. Advisor
The Varsity “B” at the University of Bridgeport has come a long way since 
its inception in 1954. The role it has played is a diversified one for it has bolstered 
both student spirit and athletic unity. Lettermen from every sport are represented 
by this organization.
Its purpose is not only to promote interest in athletics al the University of Bridge­
port, but to maintain and foster a warm relationship between the athletic alumni 
and the lettermen now enrolled at the university. This is accomplished by both 
periodic meetings and banquets: one of the latter being held to honor our All-American.
Although this organization is in its embryonic stage, it has inter-varsity coopera­
tion which will soon bring the Varsity “B” Club to its full and wholesome maturity.
-
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Front Row: Captain Barbara Stefanek. Rear Row, Left to Right: Bette Weber, Ruth Nodland, 
Marilyn Blumenfeld, Eva Bernstein, Anita Maclntaggert, Rhoda Werner, Barbara Mocabee.
CHEERLEADERS
Endowed with the commodity known as enthusiasm, our Purple and White 
rooters have been labeled “rah-rah,” and they kind of like it. The squad of ’55-\56 
has been enlarged to 12 girls for the football games and 8 for the basketball games.
Vivacious and charming, these are the “U never say die” folks, whose goal is 
spirit and whose hearts are inscribed with the wins and losses of a University. Not 
only do they lead cheers, but they play the game with their hearts as well.
1
■
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FOOTBALL l
With but six new men added to the squad and twice that number 
graduated, the Purple and White grid squad fared much better than 
last year and gave Walt Kondratovich a bright outlook for 1956. 
Winning one and tying another in a powerpacked schedule of eight 
games, the Knights were barely nosed out of a second victory, drop­
ping a one point thriller.
As happened all through the East, Bridgeport opened on a rain- 
soaked “mud iron” meeting Yankee Conference Champions New 
Hampshire and lost not only the game, but the number one halfback, 
Dick Fresolone, for the remainder of the season. The “Tiger” was 
injured on a slashing tackle early in the game and was on crutches 
for the rest of the season. Also listed on the casualty list for the next 
several weeks was Co-Captain Dave Deep, who received injuries to 
his ribs.
With these two starters added to the injury list which had claimed 
signal-caller Steve Butkowskv in the final workout before the season, 
things looked even darker for the locals as they tasted two more 
defeats, 25-0 to strong Upsala, and 13-0 to Hofstra.
When Sophomore halfback Bobby Mark raced for the Knight’s- 
first touchdown of the year in the American International fray, it 
looked as if the Knights would break the 12 game losing streak that 
extended back through the opener of the 1954 season, but the 
Aces eventually won, 12-19, after Bridgeport’s final bid went by the 
boards late in the fourth period.
Even in defeat the Knigts looked sharper than they had in many 
games with four sophomores. Mark, Jerrv McDougall, Charlie Pike, 
and Butkowskv, and junior, Ed “Rebel” Hall, providing most of the 
action. The pass receiving of Ed “Yankee” Hall also brought praise 
from the skeptical Bridgeport fans.
With Butkowskv seeing only limited action from the Hofstra 
game on. but warming up to the task, the Knights were more hope­
ful, but Deep’s injury was felt severely and the Knights took losses 
14 and 15 on the nose, dropping a 33-7 decision to Brandeis and a 
33-0 count to New Haven.
-ii
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The celebration that followed the game the next week can be 
rivaled nowhere in the pages of history. The Knights’ dressing room 
was a frenzy with coach’s, players, and anyone else who could
squeeze through the dressing room doors pounding everyone else in
sight. Joe Mc.rrucco could have run for Mayor, Governor, even
President and carried the voles of all UB, for it was he who ran
33 yards for the only of the day against Teachers College ofscore
Connecticut at New Britain to give the Knights a 6-0 victory.
But it wasn’t all Marrucco, each and every player who had
hand in the game was being hugged, tummeled, and kissed. The room
was full of talk about the punting of Pike who kept the Teachers
in trouble all through the game, of the quarterbacking of ‘But’ and
‘DougalP and so on down the line. “Rebel” Hall, who had played
on his first winning team in any sport at this school was the gayest
of all in the party that lasted through the night.
The following tie with Wilkes College was anti-climatic with
neither team making more than one serious bid for score. The
curtain came down on a 1-6-1 season that gave much promise of
better years to come.
In the aftermath of the season, Dick Cipriani became the first
Bridgeport gridder to be named All-American twice, being named
to the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics again as in
1954. An end, Cipriani was the bulwark of the Bridgeport line on
defense as well as a more than able pass receiver.
Four Knight’s were also named to the All-State football squad. 
Deep, who missed most of the season but managed to shine when 
in the game despite the injuries, acting captain George Straparro 
who was named captain after Deep and Fresolone were hurt, “Yan­
kee” Hall and Pike at center, tackle, end and halfback respectively.

!
I FRESHMEN FOOTBALL
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With Lou Saccone, perhaps the greatest
name in Bridgeport athletics, at the helm
of the first freshman football team, antici­
pation was high as the fledgling Knights
opened their against Hofstra Col-season
lege. The margin of a single extra point 
was the deciding factor as Dick Wakim
and Paul Lessard matched touchdown with
the Dutchmen Frosh. but lost 13-12.
Powerful Cheshire Acadamy handed the
“Hossmen” a 12-6 defeat and Upsala Col­
lege freshmen blanked them 6-0 before the
Knights could break into the winning col­
umn for the first time.
An all out effort that had 600 fans roar­
ing throughout the game was capped by
Lessard’s touchdown run in the final four
minutes of plav and the following conver­
sion hv Tracv Smith gave them a 14-13
victory.
The final score, coming with Bridgeport
trailing 13-7 set up when John Krehelwas
recovered a New Haven fumble and quart­
erback Dick Dahn teamed with his fleet
backs to bring the ball across the final
marker.
Varsity Soccer
Springfield broke the 11 game 
winning streak the Knights had 
compiled over two seasons, 1-0, 
but the game has been termed by 
McKeon as the best ever played 
by one of his clubs. The vaunted 
Springfield offense kept the 
Knights in trouble all day long 
and only brilliant defensive work 
by D’Aluisio and Bob Stevenson 
kept the Bay Staters away many 
times. Davins, as usual, was bril­
liant in the nets, making five saves that the chief re­
feree that day termed “impossible!”
:v
Undaunted by the loss, the Knights started all 
over the next day, downing the University of Mas­
sachusetts, 4-0, behind the hat trick of Belmont, who 
seemed to be scoring three goals every other time he 
stepped on the field. Albany State Teachers, tormentors 
of the Knights for two successive years fell before the 
mighty Purple and White horde 6-1 in a vengence 
game for every member of the squad. But, the New 
Yorkers got in the last laugh by scoring a goal, the 
last one that Bridgeport allowed for the rest of the 
year.
f
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Scoring 18 goals to their opponents none, the 
Knights rolled over Hofstra (Knickerbocker Confer­
ence Champions), 2-0; Boston University (ranked 
among the top 10 in New England), 2-0; touted Brand- 
eis, 7-0; and closed the season with a 7-0 rout of 
Fordham University (semi-finalists in the New York 
City Championships).
Most of the “Wonder” squad will be gone next year, 
but McKeon expects much help from a talented group 
of freshmen and several of the holdovers including 
reserve goalie Stan Roman who saw only limited ac­
tion this season but was not scored upon, as well as 
Gibby Emack, Dave Dooman, “Greek” Strekorous, and 
Bill Sveda.
:Freshman Soccer •;
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Front Row, left to right: Joe Restuccia, Emelio Emilio, Ramon Navarro, Frank O Leary, Ike Miska, Ed Wakim. Second Row: Coach 
Jim Profetto, Pete DeGregorio, Don Messa, Sal DeChristoforo, Jim Grigland, George Dieter, Bill Newton, Dick O'Neill, Eduardo 
Cabrera, Richard Horowitz, Manager.
I
The first Freshman Soccer squad in the history of the University of Bridgeport found itself on 
the short end, schedule-wise, but managed to rack up an impressionable 3-1 record under the coach­
ing of Jim Profetto.
The Yearlings scored 10 goals against but 3 to their opposition, At first, it seemed like there would 
be no team, but three men from the Freshman football squad lead two lives as they joined the soccer 
squad to bloster the team.
Opening against Cheshire Academy, the Knights pulled a trick out of their elder’s hat by blanking 
the Prepsters 5-0. In a return engagement, the Knights proved that this was no fluke, knocking over 
the Academians 3-1.
i
I
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The only loss of the season was against Wesleyan University Freshman, to the tune of 2-0. Wesley­
an, always a strong soccer school in Connecticut circles, shot two quick goals late in the second half 
to drop the Knights.
Returning to the victory road the Profetto-men whipped Milford Prep 2-0 to close out a shaky but
With the makings of next year’s varsity soccer team on the roster, the 
when the Yearlings “grow up.”
well-deserved victory season.
Knights seem to be in line for another good season
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Varsity Basketball8
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Front Row, left to right: Charlie Methe. Sid Green, Harry Peters, Co-Captain Jim Davins, Al Weiss, Yogi Balog. Rear Row: Coo h 
Herb Glines, Co-Captain Bill Duggan, Stan Roman. Mike O'Donnell, Larry Babich, Rick Topham, Ray Glatkowskl, Vin Gentile. Mana­
ger Frank Aloi. Assistant Coach Gus Seamon.
;
They say a football takes funny bounces, but 
if the sphere they call a basketball had bounced in 
the right direction five times in two games, Bridge­
port might have been hailed as a small college 
basketball powerhouse during the 1955-56 season 
instead of having to take a back seat.
Of the 21 teams on the Purple and White sche­
dule, two of them, Manhattan College and St. Fran­
cis College can be classed as near great. The former 
was the opener on the sked, and, although the final 
score was 98-81, it comes nowhere near telling 
the true story.
Bridgeport was on top for 30 of the 40 minutes 
of the contest, leading by 11 points at the midway 
point of the second half. Then came the bounces. 
A bad pass here, a steal there, and the more ex­
perienced Jaspers were ahead to stay.
To say that that game was demoralizing is be- 
i yond dispute as the Knights had a tough time
| untracking themselves for the rest of the season
\ picking up a big win at the hands of powerful
\ New York Athletic Club but dropping several others.
4 The second one was tougher. St. Francis, ranked
17th in the entire country and riding the crest of 
a 15 game winning streak piled up a 19 point lead 
[ \\\ after one half of play, scoring 33 points in the final 
L V eight minutes of that session. The second half how­
ever has been called by old time Bridgeport fans as
X\
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the greatest 20 minutes of play by any Knights squad.
Starting with the tip, Bridgeport scored 11 goals the first 12 
times they had the ball and cut the Terrier lead to seven points but 
a three-point play by the New Yorker’s captain put an end to it and, 
with it, the Knight’s hopes of the biggest upset of the basketball year.
The season was not however without its bright points. Jimmy 
Davins, as usual was his own great self as a scorer, playmaker and 
defensive giant. Backcourt veteran Harry Peters and newcomer A1 
Weiss took over the guard slots with a great deal of ease. But the 
biggest surprises were the sophomores; Dick Balog, Mike O’Donnell 
Rick Topham and Charlie Methe who alternated in starting berths 
throughout the season, playing some of the best ball on the club 
and giving coach Herb Glines a bright outlook for the coming 
season.
Although the loss of co-captains Davins and Bill Duggan will 
be felt severely, Glines will be able to call on several other veterans, 
including Larry Babich, Sid Green, Stan Roman and Gerry Mc- 
Dougall for bench strength and, with addition of several freshmen 
stars, the ’56-57 season could prove quite interesting.
i
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Freshman Basketball
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New
Gymnasium
To Be Completed
For Fall Occupancy
■Track
With Alvin Clinkscales and Phil DuBeuil, the two greatest in­
dividual stars to ever wear the Bridgeport thinclad uniforms, gone, 
the Knights started their rebuilding campaign in 1955 and wound up 
the season with a 1-4 record.
•;( The season, dismal on the record side was not without its mo­
ments of glory, however, as two Bridgeport marks were lowered, 
the mile relay and TOO yard dash records taking serious falls.
’
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Led by captain Dave Deep, the ready squad chopped a full ten 
seconds off the old standard in defeating Fairfield University in 
3:11.5 on performances by Dave Deep, Dick Cipriani, Dick Fresolone 
and Stu Randall. The relay record set that day also provided the 
winning margin for Bridgeport that day as the Knights won 60-52 
after Lading 55-52 going into the final event which means five points 
for the victors and none for the runners up. I
II
Randall, who shared in the relay record went undefeated 
throughout the season in both the 100 and 220 dashes, lowering 
the 100 record four times before setting the standard at 10:2 in the 
finale. This final lime was a drop of six-tenth of a second off the 
existing mark.
I
Above: Niclc D'Aluisio, Broad Jumper.
L
|
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:Other squad members who figured high in the scoring column 
for Walt Kondratovich’s Knights were Joe Kraynak and Sam Berstein 
in the distance, and Nick D’Aluisio. and Paul Hennion in the field 
events.
.
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fBelow: Dick Cipriani (third from left) and Dave Deep (right) 
ready for the 880-yard run against Fairleigh-Dickinson.i
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Baseball
Seated, left to right: Harry Peters, John Esposito, Pierre Vaporis, Iggy Salone, Fred DiDomenico, Charlie Petrino, Fran McLaughlin, Charlie 
Yale, Mort Faherty. Standing: Coach John McKeon, Ike Douglas, Jerry DeVito, Dick Lugg. Joe Candela, Jim Davins, Norm O'Donnell, Jim 
MoNabola, Noon Chacho, Lorin Beresnyak, Trainer Lenny Pirro.
Through the first six games of the 1955 baseball season it 
looked as if John McKeon’s magic charm was working again when 
the Knights piled up four victories against two defeats including a 
big victory against Manhattan College.
The inaugural against Rider put a short damper on the Bridge­
port hopes as the Jerseyites blanked the locals 8-0 but the following 
day found the Purple and White with their hitting clothes on as 
they romped over Newark College of Rutgers 29-5. Four home runs 
capped the day’s doings as every member of the Bridgeport squad 
hit safely. Jim MacNabola, Hal Trischman, Norman Chacho and 
Joe Candella supplied the long range power in the seven inning game 
with the victory going to Dick Lugg.
Three days later, Pierre Vaporis, counted upon by Johnny 
‘Mac” as the dean of the UB staff had his knuckle ball doing tricks 
and defeated perennial power Manhattan 4-3 at the losers field in 
New York. Behind the brilliant four hit pitching of the “Chunky 
Chucker” one a wind blown triple that accounted for two runs, the 
Knights played perfect defensive ball for the first time in six years. 
Outstanding play of the day was shortstop Jimmy Davins’ running 
catch of a pop fly down the third base line. With two men out and 
two on Vaporis was trying to protect a slim one run lead in the 
fifth inning when the Jasper batter hit a high pop down the 300 foot 
left field line. Davins, turning with the crack of the bat raced to with­
in five feet of the fence to grab the ball in fair ground with his back 
to the plate and averted what might have been disaster for the 
Knights.
JC
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The loss of six starters from the 1954 squad was supposed to 
have hurt the Purple and White, but speculation rose to its high 
point following the Manhattan game. McKeon had come up with 
a first base find in Lorin Beresnyak and the squad was playing as a 
unit. Hal Trischman had taken over behind the plate and the out­
field, tho’not as strong at the plate was a good defensive unit with 
Joe Candella in left, Johnny Esposito in center and Norm Chacho and
Charlie Petrino alternating in right. Hary Peters was having a 
better year at second and McNabola was playing heads up ball at 
third. This with the addition of Beresnyak and the usual steady18 ball of Davins was the core of the McKeon infield.
Long Island champion Hofstra evened the Bridgeport record 
at 2-2 handing the Knights a 5-1 defeat, picking up their runs early 
only to be held by Norm O’Donnell and Mort Faherty from the 
fourth inning on. O’Donnell’s fine relief job against Hofstra earned 
him the starting shot against Fairleigh-Dickinson and he came 
through in fine fashion to win 3-2 with an assist from Faherty in the
last inning.
Fran McLaughlin drew the starting assignment for the Danbury 
game which turned out to be the biggest win the Knights piled up 
all year. Five minutes before game time. McKeon told the squad
that Beresnyak had come down with diabeties shock and that the
team had to win this one for him. Lugg took over at first base and
with Johnny Esposito hitting the first home run of his career the
Bridgeport nine won a 6-4 decision for the “Bres.” McLaughlin
who pitched six innings with a blister on his pitching hand had to
be lifted in favor of Faherty in the seventh inning and the number
reliefer of the staff took just 11 pitches to retire the final nineone
Danbury batters.
The edge that the Knights had built up fell apart by the next
game and through the next month and a half the Purple could not
get into the win column, taking ten losses in a row on the chin. Only
the return of Beresnyak pinch-hitter brightened those April and
Wf'
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May afternoons. “Bres” back on the Bridgeport bench for the first
time came'through with a pinch hit scoring single in a losingrun
cause against Upsala that meant more to the club members than
the win or loss that day.
It took Faherty, who had been relieving in every game but the 
| Newark debacle, to get the Bridgeporters back in stride with his 
first starting assignment after 15 relief appearances, 14 in succession. * •k
Going all the way against Hillyer College, Faherty did not allow
an earned run as the Knights won 7-5. Although tired in the late
innings, Faherty refused to come out of the game and rewarded 
! McKeon by allowing only one hit in the final three innings.
The Knights wound up with a 5-13 record, dropping the finale 
to Fairfield University and with five starters returning, McKeon 
was hopeful for a better loss and better luck in 1956.
m
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Scoreboard
VARSITY FOOTBALL BASKETBALL
Bridgeport Univ. New 
Hampshire 39 
Uspala 
Hofstra 
New Haven 33 
AIC
Brandeis 
New Britain 0 
Wilkes
0 Manhattan 
Yeshiva 
Alumni 
Iona
N. Y. Athletic C. 63 
Brooklyn Poly 54 
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St. Francis 
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Milford Prep 
Iona
Perry Shoe
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3 1 Seton Hall 7260
0 2 Yale 6983
2 0 TCC 6968
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GOLF
1 1/2 
2 1/2
Iona
Seton Hall 
Manhattan 
Seton Hall 
Iona
Fairfield 
Westchester 
Fairleigh Dickinson 1 
Fairleigh Dickinson 2 
New Haven
7 1/2 
6 1/2
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Class of *30!
THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
PI OMEGA CHI 
SIGMA LAMBDA CHI 
SIGMA OMICRON SIGMA 
SIGMA PHI ALPHA 
THETA EPSILON 
THETA SIGMA
ALPHA DELTA OMEGA 
ALPHA GAMMA PHI 
BETA GAMMA 
CHI SIGMA DELTA 
DELTA EPSILON BETA 
KAPPA BETA RHO
UPSILON BETA SIGMA
CATERING TO UB’itesED 3-8091
PARK PHARMACYOur advertising sec­
tion is a list of those concerns and individuals that are 
interested enough in our University to have their names 
appear here and thereby identify themselves as contri­
butors to the financial success of this publication. The ’56 
WISTARIAN wishes to thank them for their patronage and 
asks its readers to remember these firms and merchants 
as loyal college supporters.
THIS IS A ROLL OF HONOR
MILTON S. BRAUNER, B.S., Ph., Reg. Pharm.
426 Park Avenue\i.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Steak Sandwiches Jumbo Hamburgers 
Ice Cream Bars
Robert Kleist 
Advertising Manager
} M I L M A R’S
Sea Food Charcoal Broiled Hot Dogs
: 500 Iranistan Avenue
ii BRIDGEPORT, CONN.164 ED 3-4747
For Everything 
You Need - - -
If
Your Best Spot to Shop
ffl bwLAND'S
1 1- L jtQoU
T
;
■i
Brooklawn Conservatories, Inc.
The House of Flowers
in BRIDGEPORT 4, CONN.
“As Education prepares you for your 
future ♦ ♦ ♦ drink milk to build your 
future health♦ Be sure it BORDEN’S”
1 Phone ED 5-50961255 Park Ave.
----GREENHOUSES -----
Phone ED 3-5053185 Lawrence St.
Jhe "Borden Company
CROWN BUDGET MARKET ''\
Meats, Groceries, Dairy Products 
Fruits, Vegetables, BeerMITCHELL DAIRY DIVISION
!• 745 North Avenue 375 Park Ave. - Corner Gregory St.
EDison 3-7807BRIDGEPORT 6, CONN.
165BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Looking ahead with General Electrici:
How do you measure up 
in leadership qualities?
A young man who can lead has always had a good 
chance of success, but his prospects were never better 
than now. There’s a steadily growing demand in industry 
for men to fill top professional and management jobs . . . 
fellows with a special ability to work well with other people 
and inspire their best work. At General Electric, we’re
Ten traits we look for, above, add up to a pretty good 
indication of potential success in business. Not everyone 
has them all to a top degree, but the basic characteristics 
are always present and can be developed in the men we 
pick to help lead General Electric. We hope you can rate 
yourself very high on the list and find it helpful. 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT 2, CONN.
constantly on the lookout for them.
- you
to double in the next 10 
The need: technical
. and non-technical profes-
, gionals and managers.
'Progress Is Our Most Important Product
GENERAL^ ELECTRICyearsgpi
1
:
IOUR BEST WISHES 
... to the Class of 1956
Whatever your plans for 
the future, may happiness, health 
and prosperity be your companions.
?
;f
:
■
•v
;
i:
:
it cot. math am nut mins • nmifOiT i cohmcticut •
ALL DEPOSITS GUARANTEED IN FULL BY THE SAVINGS BANKS DEPOSIT GJARANTT FUND OF CQJiN.. INC
*
Bridgeport’s Most Exclusive Night Club
HOME OF UK’s SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
■
:
;
iDINE - DANCE - REUNIONS - BANQUETS 
WEDDINGS
!;
:
i• VISIT US AND SEE.
• FACILITIES ARE THE LARGEST AND MOST 
MODERN IN CITY
• PRIVATE DINING AND NEWLY DECORATED 
CAMPUS ROOM.
LENNY’S WAGON WHEEL
Phone EDison 53614711 Barnum Avenue
/a t i o n s lvatungro
rJHe Mate 1de r am r e a c o
Someone’s been watching you grow and is mighty proud of you today. Read’s has seen 
you graduate first from diapers to dungarees and then from lollypops to lipsticks. Today 
you’ve graduated from college. We’re mighty proud.
We’ve served you for so many years, (admittedly now, some of those first times were 
rather trying.) You touched the merchandise with chocolate covered little fists and your 
mother said hurriedly, “He’ll grow up someday . . . Why, maybe he’ll even get to work 
here! (After college of course.)” Her prediction might well come true.
We’ve watched and waited and tried to help . . . occasionally we hoped. You’ve attained 
your goal and we’re proud of you. Ours is an institution that has a place for you. Our 
personnel executives look forward to discussing your career . . . your potential . . . your 
particular capabilities. Drop in at our personnel Office, Read’s East Building, John 
Street. Let’s discuss your future!
CONN.
Congratulations to the Graduates 
from
BRADBURY, SAYLES, O’NEILL CO., INC.
Your official yearbook printers and photographers
219 East 44th Street
New York 17, New York Tel. MUrry Hill 7-8862
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